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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1906.

VOL. 43.
CONGRESS OF

ATTACK
In

STATEHOOD

BILL

Now
Are
Chicago Ministers
Searching for a New Doctrine.

CORDIALLY

RATON

LEADERS
RELIG10NSJN SESSION
RURALES

GREETS GOVERNOR

Chicago, June 4. As a preliminary
"Broad Side" of the Congess of Religions which began Its annual session
today, sermons were delivered yesterday In thirteen churches on "What 1s
the Greatnest Need in Religion Today." Rev. Jenkins Lloyd Jones said:
"The greatest need in religion today
is an Interpretation that will release
It from the trammels of a dogma. The
leashes of sectarianism, the distracWELL
RECEIVED
"GOOD" tions of the denominational Tallies, SITUATION UNDER CONTROL SPEECH
MINORITY LEADER
the disillusions of science, the achievements of commerce, the rewards of
Industry, all combine In calling for a
Message-Concent- rator
Hagerman Urges Joint StateFor Several Days Murphy practical religion, one that precipi- Says Telephone
hood Visit to Extensive
tates Itself In social service."
at Work-- All
Dear-Bu- sy

As Result of Strike A Crowded Reception in the Sea
Demonstrations
at Cananea.
berg Coliseum.

By House Insurgents
Crisis Cleverly
Avoided.

Cried "Square
Week Ahead.

Washington, June 4. The threatened "Insurgent" demonstration growing out of the report of the conferees
on the statehood bill, which seemed
Imminent on the convening of the
House today, did not occur, the Journal being approved without a dissenting vote. Mr. Murphy, of Missouri,
had offered a resolution Saturday discharging the conferees on the statehood bill, and providing "it shall be In
order to Immediately without a debate,
for the House to proceed to vote on
the question, "shall the House agree
to and concur In the Senate amendments?" This resolution was held to
be the privileged of a parliamentary
ruling, and the speaker amid a great
deal of confusion declared the Huose
adjourned, although Mr. Murphy had
appealed from the decision of the
chair and Insisted that a square deal
ought to be given even the opponents
of the conference report. The dove
of peace seemed to hover when the
House convened today, minority leader, John Sharpe Williams Intimating
that he would "be good" for several
days at least, giving the speaker every
opportunity to give the House a
chance to vote on the conference report.
New Mexico Pensions.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 4. The pension
division of the. (Department of the
Interior has granted pensions to New
Pollicar-plMexico veterans aa follows
Zamora, Guadaluplta, Mora County, $12 per month from May 2, 1906;
Asa L. Smith, of, taton, $10 per
month from April 27, 1902; Jose FeliSan Miguel
pe, Madrid, Chaperito,
County $12 per month from April 18,
1906; Alonzo White, of Raton, $10
per montn from May 2, 1906; Emerson L. Smart, of Socorro, $10. per
month from April 23, 1906.
Postmaster at Armijo, Bernalillo
County.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 4. J. F. Armijo
has been appointed postmaster at Armijo, Bernalillo County, a fourth class
o

office.
Mail Service on Dawson Road.

,

FIFTEEN GUARDS
SHOT BY STRIKERS

Los Angeles, Cal., June 4. A special
to the Times from El Paso says: "Re-

newed trouble broke out at Cananea
Fierce last night between striking Mexicans
and the Rurales, under Colonel
Five rioters were killed and
thirteen Injured. The troublo occurred shortly before the arrival of 200
Steubenville, Ohio, June 4. Fifteen Mexican
soldiers from Hermoslllo. All
in
a
were
about
shot
guards
midnight
American women and many wothe
Run
at
the Plum
flgfit
mine, between men of the
higher classes of Mexicans
forty guards and 400 coal mine strik- are
quartered in the home of Colonel
ers. It is not known how many wero
killed. The guards wlio were not Greene, which is under a guard."
Shot the Ringleaders.
wounded remained in the mine, being
A special from Douglas to the Herout
to
come
to
afraid
and attend
those
ald reports the execution of eight
who were shot.
leaders in the Cananea riots yesterLater News of Fight.
by Colonel Kosterlltsky. The riotSteirbenvllle, Ohio, June 4. About day
ers were lined up in front of a stone
four hundred shots were fired and four
wall over a hill from Ronqutlla and
persons were wounded. So far as Is Killed
by a volley from the rifles of
known nobody was killed. Order has!
the Rurales.
been restored.
To Hell With Government.
Aa the shots were fired, it is reportcried out,
ed, Colonel Kosterlitski
"Viva in Mexico; so perish all traitOF
ors." Without fear the doomed men
replied as one man, "To hell with the
government; away with Mexico." The
BIG EARTHQUAKE special further says that the monetary loss of the Cananea Consolidated
Copper "Company is estimated at $500,-00Work will be resumed in a week.
Cnnanoa did not burn and is not burning.
Was a small Revolution.
Washington, June 4. Mr. Thompson, the American ambassador to Mexico, has telegraphed the state department that the outbreak at Cananea
was revolutionary In character fomented from headquarters at St.
LONG Louis.
RIFT
MILES
185
Ringleaders Were Shot.
Douglas, Ariz., June 4. A telephone
Evidences of Rupture in the message direct from the office of Colonel Greene In
today says
Earth's Surface Clearly De- that the reports Cananea
that Colonel Koster-litnsk- i
executed the ringleaders in the
fined by Furrow in Soil.
riots and that Governor Ysabel had
been placed under arrest for having
Sacramento, Cal., June 4. The pre- brought the American
volunteers
liminary report of the State of the across the line, are untrue. Only three
earthquake investigation commission Americans and sixteen Mexican were
was received yesterday at the ofllce killed in the disturbances.
In addiof Governor Pardee. In general terms tion to the Metcalfs, Burt Bush of
atthe causes of the movements are
was killed. Colonel Greene walked
tributed to the theory that stresses to his office without a guard today.
are general in the earth's crusts and
Strike Under Control,
accumulate until they exceed the
Bisbee, Ariz., June 4. The followthe
strength of the rocks composing
ing message was received at 11 a. m.
crust and find relief in a sudden ruptoday by telephone from Cananea:
ture.
"The situation here Is absolutely
The extent of the rift of April 18th under control. There has been no
Is described as reacnlng from the vi shooting
since sundown Saturday.
cinity of Point Arena to the neighbor Several arrests were made but there
hood of San Juan, Benito County, a was positively no execution of the
distance of 185 miles. Evidence of ring leaders. A conservative estimate
the rupture and of a different move of the killed during the fighting Friment Is clearly defined in a continuous day and Saturday is thirty Mexicans
furrow in the surface of the soil sev- and five Americans. President Diaz
eral feet wide. The average horizon- has wired Governor Ysabel endorsing
tal displacement Is twenty feet wide. his actions. This morning some striking Mexicans returned to work. The
Change in Coast Range.
The report says: "It is probable concentrator is running full handed.
that the latitude and longitude and Two furnaces at the smelter are
all points in the coast range have working. All the American miners are
been permanently changed a few feet. working hut there are no Mexicans In
The .modern classes of building struc- the mines.
The known Americans
tures nppear to have been relatively killed are: George Metcalf and Will
passive while the made ground In iam Metcalf, Burt Rush, Carl Haelgtheir vicinity was profoundly disturb- ler. Captain Watts and two troops of
ed." The minor shocks succeeding cavalry are camped this side of the
the main one are interpreted as due line,
to subordinate adjustments
of the
earth's crust in its tendency to reach
SCENIC LIMITED"
an equilibrium.
At Plum Run Mine In Idaho
Battle Waged During
the Night.

j

i

SOI

CAUSES

In California Determined By Investigation.

-

,

Bls-be- e

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 4. Railway mail
service has been ordered on the Dawson railroad from Dawson to Tucum-- ;
carl to commence July 2, 1906.
Busy Week In House.
Washington, June 3. The program
for the week In the House contemplates work on the Sundry civil appropriation bill. There are several
matters, however, which may Interrupt this plan and which injected
themselves Into the question late on
Saturday. These are the rate bill conference report, the statehood conference report and the Payne ibill making minor changes In the administration of the customs laws. The regular
order Monday Is the passage of bills
under suspension of the rules. This
means a day of legislation on bills
of a local character. Should the Senate take action on the rate conference
report on Monday, the House will follow on Tuesday, although more than
one day may be consumed In this connection, The statehood conference
report will be taken up in the House
Just as soon as the Senate accepts it.
Jf the Senate rejects the report, the
matter may not he brought up in the
House. Just what the plan in this respect is In the Senate has not been deleaders predict that
termined, but
statehood will not be brought into the
'
House this week.
Coming week In Senate.
Washington, June 4. The probabilities in the United States Senate this
week include consideration of a number of appropriation bills, and confer-onc- e
reports, the statehood question,
railroad rate bill, the subject of the
type of canal to be constructed across
the Isthmus of Panama, and the right
of Senator Smoot to retain his seat in
the Senate. The week's business will
begin with the taking un of th (inn.
ference report on the rate bill and it
will bold favored position until disposed of. After action on the rate bill
preference will be eriven to the nnnrn.
piration bills, the naval bill coming
first among those and the District of
Columbia bill following it. Of the appropriation conference reports, that
on the Indian bill will receive first
consideration with others following
when they are ready to be presented.
The sea level canal bill will hold Its
place as unfinished business, but win
continue to ue pushed out of that no-sition by other measures enjoying
higher privileges under the rules of
the Senate. It is now generally conceded that there shall be a vote on this
measure before the final adjournment
of the session, and with this assurance
Senator Klttredge, wuo has charge of
the bill, is content not to press unduly
for its continued consideration.

'

'

Coal Field.

Quiet.

TRAIN A SUCCESS
TO CROWN HAAKON
LIKE VIKING

New

Passenger on Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad Goes Through
on Time.

Salt Lake, Utah, June 4: The new
Norwegians Will Plan Ceremonies to
Conform With Ancient
Denver & Rio Grande train "The
,
Customs.
Scenic Limited" which left Denver at
8 o'clock Sunday morning arrived here
at 8 o'clock this morning, on schedule
Christiana, June 4. At the coronation of King Haakon, June 22, all the time. Not a hitch occurred in handThe first eastbound
old Norwegian customs will be ob- ling the train.
served. The king will make the his- train which left here at 6:30 o'clock
toric journey to Drontheim through Sunday night was passed on the Utah
the Gudbrandsday vallej which is the desert as planned. On the train was
center of the tourist traffic in the east a party of fourteen representatives of
of Norway, then he will take ship at newspapers and press associations."
Romsdalsjord and proceed to DronTHOUSAND
theim.
TONS OF RUBBER
The old mansion where all previous
Norwegian monarchs have been crownWashington, June 4. The present
ed will be used.' The building is situated near the cathedral, and it has al- total production of rubber throughout
the world is estimated by French exways been the custom ror the king to
walk to the church. Perhaps, out of perts at 67,000 tons. Of this total 65
cent comes from America and Afregard for Queen Maud, King Haakon per
The consumption
rica.
by
will disregard this precedent and drive
the principal countries of the world in
to the cathedral.
1904 was, In tons, as follows:
The
United States, 26,470; Germany,
Great Britain, 10,000; France,
GUATEMALEANS
1,320; Holland,
WIN VICTORY 1,218; Belgium, 748; and Italy, only
FIFTY-SEVE-

ber

12,-80-

Austria-Hungar-

588-ton-

Usual 8ummer Campaign Has Thus HEAVY GALE
SWEEPS
Far Favored the Government
8AN FRANCISCO
Forces.

Washington, June 4.The Guatemalan minister today received a cableLegal Blanks of every description gram from his government saying that
and conforming to the laws of New the Guatemalan troops defeated the
Mexico are on hand and for sale by revolutionists completely at Asuncion
Mlta and all along the line.
the New Mexican Printing Company.

San Francisco, June 4 A heavy rain
accompanied by a high wind, almost
unprecedented weather for this
prevailed here yesterday. Comparatively little suffering was caused
in the refugee camps as they were
prepared for it in some measure.
sea-So-

turn, promising to do his to the full
extent of uis ability.
The address was Interrupted again
and again by applause, which reached
its climax during the concluding sentences of the speaker.
Reception.
The reception that followed was
and appreciated by the chief executive for its cordiality and the numbers of people who came to the stage
to greet him. It was a representative
gathering. There was the workman
in his jeans, the professional and the
business man; ladles, handsomely
gowned, young and old; in fact, It
seemed as If the entire city had poured out to do honor to Governor Hagerman. It .was fully an hour before
the last person had grasped the hand
of the chief executive and the orchestra struck up a waltz to announce that
dancing was In order. The spacious
stage was the dance floor and Governor Hagerman and Mrs. Van Houten led the first waltz. The large auditorium remained well filled with
spectators while the stage presented
a brilliant picture In an attractive
setting. It was almost midnight before
dancing ceased and the lights were
turned out.
The orchestra of eight pieces and' a
piano rendered a concert and dance
program that was a delight to music
lovers. The waltzes and
made the blood course in rhythm and
were Irresistible Invitations to Join In
the dance. The orchestra had been
trained by O. A. Foster, publisher and
editor of The Range. The following
was the concert program:
Overture Poet nnd Peasant
Von Suppe
Jr.
Selection, George Washington,
two-step- s

public-receptio-

1

n

n

n

e
NO. 90.

Raton, N. M., June 4.
Special Correspondence.
Governor Hagerman has met the
people of Raton and apparently has
led them captive. The reception at the
Coliseum Friday evpnmg was a generous outpouring of the Jiopulace to
do honor to him.
A committee of the Raton Commercial Club consisting, of Hon. Jeremiah
Leahy, J. Van Houtcn, M. M. Dawson
and O. A. Foster, awaited the arrival
of the train at Raton's new and handsome depot, The greeting was cordial
and the Governor and his party were
escorted to their places of entertainment, Governor Hagerman being the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Van Houten;
Cohan.
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington ot
Mr. and Mrs. J. Leahy, and Attorney From George M. Cohan's latest musiGeneral W, C. Reld, Supreme Court
cal play, Introducing "You're a
Clerk Jose D. Sena and Postmaster
.Grand Old Rag," "He Was a WonPaul A. F. Walter being quartered at
derful Man," "All Aboard for Broad
.)
the Seaberg Hotel.
way," Etc.
The events of the evening, a
TobanI
Gems of Steven Foster
and dance, were given at "Come Where My Love Lies Dreamthe Seaberg Coliseum, the largest and
ing," "Old Keutucky Home," "Glen-dmost pretentious auditorium in New
Burk," "Old Folks at Home," etc.
Mexico, an ideal convention hall with Selection From Prince of Pilsen
a lBrgo stage. The hall was illuminLuders.
ated with hundreds of electric lights Introducing "Stein Song," "Season at
the Shore," "The Willow," "The,
suspended in colored Chinese lanterns.
Bunting, streamers and, flags in abunMessage of the Violet," "Tale of a
dance completed a scheme of decoraSea Shell," Etc.
tions that was as striking as it was
March, the Midnight Flyer. .Hager
beautiful. This vast hall, having a I Would That My Love. .Mendelssohn
seating capacity of 2,000 people, was
Duo For Cornets.
filled almost to the crowding point. Selection, The Duke of Duluth, Recker!
An orchestra of eight pieces and a From Max. S. Witt's 'Musical Comedy
piano, trained by O. A. Foster, played Intermezzo, Irish Indian
Hartz
a program of classic and popular selec- Selection, A Society Circus
Klein
tions that was a revelation to the vis- As Produced at New York Hippodrome
itors, for the rendition would have KMarch
Selected
done credit to a high class New York
The reception was of more than
or Boston organization. The playing local significance. Governor Hager-of "The Stars- and Striken forever" mans utterances were undoubtedly
was the signal of the arrival of Gov- intended as' the keynote of a. vigorous
ernor Hagerman and party, who, with campaign for statehood nnd for a non.
the foremost citizens of the Gate City, partisan
constitutional
convention-- .
Including Mayor McAuliffe, Messrs. They will likely be followed by the
Van Houten, Leahy, Remsberg, Daw- promulgation of a. more
specific and
son, Foster, Seaberg, Bayne and others detailed plan of campaign by Governor
seated themselves on the stage. The Hagerman and the
gathering of the
entrance of Governor Hagerman was political clans to take one side or the
greeted with applause.
other of the great question at Issue,
Hon. Jeremiah Leahy, In a happy inI Visit to the Coal Camps.
troductory address, which ho knows so
was devoted by Governor
Saturday
we., how to make, alluded to the fact
that Governor Hagerman Is the young- Hagerman to a tour of the coal camps
est executive of any commonwealth of Dawson, Van Houten and Gardiner,
in the Union, and that the President's tributary to Raton. Blossburg, Brilchoice of a man to supervise the other liant and Yankee were also on the
officials of the Territory was evidently program but Governor Hagermnn's desire to see every detail of coal mining
a wise one.
and not only to see, but also to unGovernor's Address.
so much time that
The Governor had to wait quite a derstand, consumed
of the Itinerary was
while before the applause that greeted the latter part
him died down. He had failed to pre- cut out.
The day was cloudy, with occasional
pare a set speech, being unaware that
he was expected to make an address showers, ibut agreeable nevertheless,
during his visit. He spoke ear- for there were no dust, no heat and
appeared freshened by the
nestly, nevertheless, and captured his vcgeta-tlohearers from the start by referring to moisture. The start from Raton was
the progress and growth of Raton, the made at 9 o'clock in the morning on
development of the resources on every a special train of the Rocky Mounside and the promise of a brilliant tain, St. Louis and Pacific Railway.
future advancement. "Statehood" was To the" bran new passenger locomothe subject of his address and a plea tive No. 1, waa attached the comconstitutional con- fortable private car of the superinfor a
vention was the kernel of his remarks. tendent of construction, and an obHe described the long struggle in servation caiboose, just from the buildWashington over the statehood ques ers, and which had not seen service
tion, the intense interest that it has as yet.
In the party were sixteen:
aroused in the Territories, and the
Governor Hagerman, Attorney Genglorious privilege it is to enter the
galaxy of states. How strange it eral Reld, Adjutant General Tarkingshould New ton, Supreme Court Clerk Sena, Postwould seem, therefore,
Mexico reject this great boon about to master Walter of Santa Fe, Messrs.
be offered by Congress. He did not Van Houten, Leahy, Blackwell, Fosdeem it possible that the people of ter, Stretcher, Hobbs, Studley, SpringNew Mexico would spurn that gift for er, Dedman and Dawson of Raton,
which they have worked and prayed and Nordhaus of Las Vegas. At
for over fifty years. The Governor re- Dawson, Mr. Carpenter, superintendferred to the reported disdain of Ari ent of the camp and mines joined the
zona for New Mexico and the assertion party, which was In charge of Mr.
that the people of New Mexico are Dedman, superintendent of construcnot fit to be joined in statehood with tion of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
the people of Arizona. He said that & Pacific Railway. The special made
if any such sentiment exists in Ari- good time down the well ballasted
zona that it is only at the surface; tracks of the Santa Fe System. Near
that even now it is disappearing and Otero, at the ruins of the historic Clifthat upon the Arizona delegates .meet ton House, the St. Louis, Rocky Mouning .the New Mexico delegates at the tain & Pacific Railway crosses the
constitutional convention it would van Santa Fe tracks on an overhead via
ish altogether, for the Arlzonians duct. Here the party watched a grad
would then become better acquainted ing machine at work, plowing and
with New Mexico.
loading the ground on cars in the
Constitutional same operation, doing the work of
Plea for
many men and throwing up the fills
Convention.
The Governor concluded with an ap or excavating the cuts between Otero
constitutional and Raton in marvelously short time,
peal for a
convention. He said he knew that Between these two points the Santa
there are party and factional lines and Fe and the St. Louis lines run paral
tactions within factions; that some of lei.
New Coal Camp.
the causes for these differences are
the special was switched
At
are
some
Hebron,
and
but
whether
evil,
good
good or evil, the constitutional con to the Willow Creek branch of the
vention should be
and Santa Fe, running to Preston, the Junc
composed of the ablest and the most tion of the Willow Creek and the St.
incorruptible men in the Territory. He Louis lines. Here the latter has estab
said that it is exceedingly difficult to lished a large supply depot and many
amend constitutions and that the con steel rails, ties, switches, frogs and othstitution formulated for the new state er materials are stacked in the little
would probably be an enduring monu tent and log cabin village that has
ment to those who drafted It, and to the grown up within the past few months.
wisdom of the people of the two Ter From this point to Dawson the tracks
ritories. How necessary, therefore, to of the St. Louis line were used by the
lay aside party and factional strife, for special. It was evident that the road
the making of a constitution is neither bed is well constructed with solid ties
a party nor a factional question. In and heavy steel over which the rolling
conclusion, he appealed to each voter stock runs smoothly. At no point beto oo nis duty when the statehood tween Preston and Cimarron Canon
question reached the electorate, he, in
(Continued on Page Eight.)
,

X.

ENGINEER PETERSON
KILLED IN WRECK
Silver City Train Goes Into Ditch at
Nutt Passengers Escaped Serious Injury.
Demiug, N. M., June 4. The wreck
of Santa Fe passenger train No. 810

at Nutt Station, twenty miles east of
here, last night was more serious than
was first reported. Chris Peterson,
one of the oldest engineers In the service of the Santa Fe, who had been
on this run for twenty-fivconsecutive
years, was Instantly killed. His neck
was broken and he was horribly scalded. The mail, express and one chair
car left the track and the mall car
was badly wrecked. Many passengers
were severely bruised, but none was
killed. A defective switch caused the
wreck.

PRESIDENT AFTEH
PACKING

il

Sends Message to
Congress With

Report.

e

SENATOR BURTON
HAS RESIGNED
Forwarded it to Governor
Officially
Hoch of Kansas at Noon
Today.
Topeku, Kuns., Juno 4. Senator
Burton has resigned.
The resignation was sent to Governor Hoch at noon by the Senator after he had held a conference with several of his close friends.
JOLINE CHAIRMAN
M.

OF
K. & T.

RAILWAY.

Parsons, Kans., June 4. At a special meeting of the directors of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway today, Adrian H. Joline was unanimously chosen chairman to succeed the
late Henry C. Rouse.

SENATOR

GORMAN

DIEDSUDDENLY

Shortly After

Eat-in- g

Breakfast This
Morning.
WAS

DEMOCRATIC

LEADER

From Maryland Had Eighteen Years Continuous Service to His Credit.
Washington, June 4. Arthur Pue
Gorman, United States Senator from
Maryland, died suddenly at 9:05
o'clock this morning. While he had
been 111 many months, he had shown
improvement lately. Heart trouble
was the Immediate cause of his death.
Senator Gorman first took his seat
in the Senate in 1881 and served con
tinuously for eighteen years. Nearly
all of that time he was a leader of
his party. During Cleveland's last administration a break occurred be
tween the President and Senator Gor
man and to this Is attributed the Sen
ator's defeat a few years later. As
soon as the Democrats regained con
trol of Maryland. Senator Gorman was
to the Senate.
Was Conscious to the Last.
t
WashlnEton. June 4. Ud to the
moment of his death Senator Gorman
was conscious. He partook of nourishment at 8 o'clock and at 9 o'clock
was seized with a heart attack and
died five minutes later. His wife and
oldest daughter were at his bedside.
Senator Gorman's Illness extended ov
er a period of five months. He had
not left the house since January 16,
1900. In aditlon to heart affliction he
suffered from stomach trouble. Last
evening he was In fine spirits and
chatted with the members oi jus
family. The Senator leaves a widow
and six children.
State Funeral Not Desired.
Washington, June 4. In a written
request addressed to Mrs. Gorman, the
late Senator asked that no state funeral be held.
Senate Adjourned When Death Was
Reported.
Washlneton. June 4. The Senate
adjourned today immediately upon receiving the announcement of Senator
Gorman's death. Appropriate resolu
tions wero adopted and a committee
appointed to attend the funeral.
Senator Gorman's Life.
Arthur Pue Gorman of Laurel,
Maryland, was born in Howard County, of that state March 11, 1839. He
received his- - early education in the
public schools and in 1852 was appointed page in the Senate of the
United States and continued in the
Senate service until 1866 when he
was removed from his position and imcolmediately thereafter appointed
lector ot Internal revenues for the fifth
district of Maryland which office he
held until the incoming of the Grant
administration in 1869. In the fall of
that year he was elected a member
of the Maryland legislature,
at the expiration of his term and then
elected speaker of the House of Delegates at the ensuing session. In June,
to represent
1875, he was elected
Howard County In the state Senate
for a term of
and was later
four years. In January, 1880, he was
elected to the United States Senate
by the Democrats to succeed William
PInkney White ,and took his seat
In
March 3, 1881. He was
1886 and 1892." In 1902 he again went
tohe Senate having defeated George
L. Wellington, Republican. . His term
would .have expired March 3, 1909.

HOUSES

Abound on Every Hand In
Places Where Meats Are
Handled, He Asserts.
June 4. President
Washington,
Roosevelt sent the following message
to Congress today:
"l transmit herewith the report of
James Bronson Reynolds and Commissioner Charles P. Nelll, special commission whom I appointed to investigate Into the condition of the stock
yards at Chicago and report thereon
to me. This report Is of a preliminary
nature. I submit it to you now because It shows the urgent need of immediate action by Congress In this
direction providing for a drastic and
thorough going Inspection by the federal government of all stock yards
and packing houses and of their products so far as the latter enter into
interstate or foreign commerce. Conditions shown by even this short Inspection are revolting. It is Imperatively necessary in the Interest of
decency that they should be radically
changed. Under the existing law it
is wholly impossible to secure satisfactory results. 1 urge the Immediate
enactment of law provisions which
will enable the department of agriculture to adequately Inspect meat and
moat food products entering Into Interstate commerce and to supervise
methods for preparing the same and
to prescribe sanitary conditions under
which the work shall be performed. I
therefore commend to your favorable
consideration and urge the enactment
of substantial provisions known as
Senate amendment number 29 to the
act making appropriations for the Department ot Agriculture,
commonly
known as the Beverldge amendment.
Slimy, Filthy Rooms.
The report says that two and a
half weeks were spent in the Investigation in the Chicago packing houses
and a day was spent hy Mr. Reynolds
In the investigation of New York ,
slaughter houses. The report eays in
many rooms where water is used freely, the floors are soaked and slimy
and that dark dingy rooms are not
kept suitably clean. An absence ' of
cleanliness was found everywhere in
handling meat. In the cooling room
the workers climb over heaps of
meat, select pieces they wish and frequently throw them down upon dirty
floors beside their benches. The report says a radical defect in the Inspection system Is that It Is confined
at present by law to passing on the
healthfulness of the animals at the
time of killing, but that the meat used
in suasage and
various forms of
canned products and other prepared
meat foods goes through many processes In all of which there is a possibility of contamination through unsanitary handling and further danger
through the use of chemicals. During
all these processes there Is no government inspection although these products when sent out bear a label stating that they were passed upon by
government Inspectors. The report arraigned the sanitary provisions in the
buildings as abominable and says that
the men and women plunge their unwashed hands into meat to be converted Into food products. The deseem to
partment superintendents
Ignore all considerations except the
account book and that the proper care
of the products and of the health and
comfort of the employes is Impossible
and the consumer consequently suffers.
Consumptives Expecorate on Floors.
"Tuberculosis
victims expectorate,
on the spongy wooden floors of the
dark rooms from which falling scraps
of meat are shoveled up later to be
converted Into food products.
The report urges the compulsory
examination after the slaughter, an
increase of Inspectors for night inspection and special work of legislation prohibiting declarations of government Inspection on food products
unless subject to government inspection at every stage of their preparation; prohibiting interstate transportation of any meat food products not
Inspected and labeled; considering the
question of specific labeling all carcasses sold as fresh meat which upon
examination after slaughtering show
signs of disease but are still deemed
suitable for food, and recommends the
study of the inspection standards .of
other countries.
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ANNUAL ELECTION
OF DIRECTORS
Income

of Amalgamated Copper Company for Year Reaches Over
$9,000,000.

New York, June 4. The stockholders of the Amalgamated Copper Company at their annual meeting In Jerthe following
sey City today
H. H. Rogers, William
directors:
Rockefeller, James Stillman, A. R,
Flower, A. C. Burrage, G. H. Church,
H. H. Rogers, Jr., J. K. Judson. The
company's annual report showed the
net Income for the year ending April
30th to be $9,181,537, and the surplus after the payment of all dividends

If

ft

$312,903.
1
5
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AT IT.

"The New Mexican bloomed out last week into a seven column, eight
In Santa
FrtavcU and Neighbor
.
Will Shew You How.
j?age paper. This sized paper is, perhaps, a littlevtoo big for the town in
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
which Ir k nrinted. but, f!oloncl Frost ia over n lnn.lpr. .md seems de- MAX, FROST, Editor,
PERCY F. KNIGHT Sec'y and Treaa. termiiipd to have a paper the town ean build up to rather than to have Gt at the root of Che trouble.
,
.
hvM tlio paper up to the town. If that statehood bill goes through Rubbing an aching back may relieve It
It won't cure It.
Entored as Second Class Matter at the San ia Fe I'nstoiiice.
the Capital of Arizona will have a paper that the new state can be proud But
You must roach the root ot it
the
of.
Lordsburg Liberal.
kidneys.
4.00
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. .. Dally, six moiulis, by mall
It is true that the New Mexican leads the city of Santa Fe and that Dona's Kidney Pills go right at It;
2.00
$ .25 Dally, throe months, by mull.
Dally, per week, by carrier
2,00 it is too large for the patronage the towns gives it, but the paper is de Reach the cause; relieve the pain.
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
too, so Santa Fe people
1.00 termined to have the
75 Weekly, six month
Dally, per raontih, by mall
city of Santa Fe advance in every way possible and They euro,
say.
7.&0 Weekly, per quarter
hence concluded to put some bread upon the waters in the shape of a
Dally, one year, by mall
Clprtano Chavez, county jailer of
modern,
large and courageous newspaper which stands at all times in Agua Frla Street sayo : "I had attacks
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper lu New Mexico. It Is sent to
every possible manner by the city of Santa Fe and what is good for it, of backache for three or four years.
every postofflce In the Terrltor, and has a largo mi l growing circulation
as well as doing the same for the people of the Territory. It will be found Latterly they were of much longer
Southwest.
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the
duration and occurred much more frefighting on these lines should this Territory como in as a state, separate quently. For 20 days hefore I went
or joint, with Arizona.
This paper believes that statehood will come to Ireland's Pharmacy there was no
twelve
next
either under the pending bill in the pres- let up to the dull aching and nagging
the
within
months,
Bunion?.
ent Congress, or under a bill to be introduced and passed during the pain despite the fact that I used medi
and wore plasters. Two days
short session. The New Mexican believes "in time of peace prepare for cines
treatment with Doan's Kidney Pills
war," and is getting ready for the fray. The editor of the Lordsburg Lib- was sufficient to let me know that
"THE WILD AND WOOLLY WEST" IS OF THE PAST,
knows something of the difficulty in conducting good newspapers in the remedy was going to tie root of
eral
The wild and woolly west is changing, that is sure. The fact is well towns where there are too
of It for
a
many knockers, tax dodgers and four by six the cause and continuation
some time stopped the very severe
established by the contents of an editorial from the esteemed Washington
who
for
and
lie
who
will
care
and
and
self,
only
pelf
falsify attacks."
politicians
Post giving an incident which can neither be laughed nor argued away. whenever it suits their
His For sale by all dealers.
interest, and hence is a very good judge.
Price 60
know
who
old
timers,
It is very well that such is the case and the
remarks are gratefully received and will be remembered cents.
Co.,Buffalo,
complimentary
tlw
something "of the days gone by in the Southwest, do not regret
Don If. Kedzie, the keen minded and plucky New York, sole agents for the Unite 1
when occasion requires.
change. Of late years but little of rowdyism and huffoonry by alleged editor of the Liberal knows that the New Mexican does not forget friends. States.
Remember the name Doan's and
is only
cowboys and by blowing Indian killers has occurred, and it
o
take no other,
in
and
over
days
in
early
the Territory
those who have lived
twenty years
ARE THE PEOPLE OF NEW MEXICO RUINED?
traveled about a good deal in the outskirts even of New Mexico and AriBOSTON AND RETURN,
Items like the following are another indication that the people of
zona civilization who remember occurrences
many dark and bloody,
May 31st to .Tune 9th, via the Santa
this Territory have been ruined by excessive taxation, by corrupt legis- Fe, 160.65, dates of sale May 31st to
which gave to the great west and the llocky Mountain section the appellation "the wild and woolly west.'' The Washington Post, in a recent edi- latures and by dishonest and grafting officials during the past nine years, .Tune 9th, good for return passage un-- ;
Call on agents of the:
torial savs. can it be that ''the bad man from the headwaters" is slow-- and are now in the slough of financial despond and great distress, that til July 15th.
Santa Fe for particulars.
and
is
to
the
few
Cherokee
II
Journal
Fakir
and
Kill,
a
weekly yellow
,
Albuquerque
according
ly disappearing? Are Moccasin Charley. Alkali
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
all the rest of the picturesque and melodramatic figures that have so dog sheets. Snvs the Portales Herald:
Santa Fe, N. M.
"New batiks at Tcxico and new banks at Elida sneak well for the,
appealed to our imainnation actually succuiiibinjj tn the fold, unfeeling.
business outlook at these neighboring towns. There are reports of banks at
sordid influences of commercialism?
be Cured
pgafness Cannot
week
a
two
a
or
wav.
Brownhnrn, La Lande and other railroad towns in our county. So come h.
ago,
Only
Certainly, it begins to look that
gppuction., , thy c.not larwh
of
til
dlimanl
nnrtion
tha
nr. There on v
tierce looking man with long hair anil a dirty shirt rode into South
people, your money will be well taken care of.
nti vir to enr dmfoma. and that It hr
In ooowd
Dmfnest
remHllei.
oonrtUiitlonol
lot
lmvn
:
Imiien
n
n
court.
"We have ii new
wo
now
ns have
new inil
Alester, Indian Territory, hung his mustang to a swinging limb, and
i
by un inflamed condition ot the iniiroua tin
When
Tuba.
till. Mile
miles
of
Ins
tunuchlnn
the
new
had
House.
come thirty
scliooi
announced in a loud and piercing voice that he
M InnnmeU yon hny
rumhiinir Bound or
loosis
old
and
when
to
lie
and
tt
imDarfoct
"Portales
and
u
a
hoarlns,
on
rail
eutlrely
fence,
town.
Three
to paint the
enough
incorporated,
large enough
leading citizens, silting
oloaad, DdafncMl the remit, and milenthe
Inflammation can b taken out and lliintuhe
ened their gun belts, looked at the stranger carefully, and then went on the matter should be talked up by our citizens.
to itsiiotmnl condition, henring will
'"There was never so much buying and building going on in and restored
be destroyed former; nine vaana outof ten
squirting tobacco juice at a dog which was eating grass near by. The
are earned b y Catarrh, which Is nothing but
an Inflamed cm dltion, f the inticon. turf acea.
stranger glanced at them sideways anil passed on down the pike to the around Portales as at present.
We will give On Hundred Dollar for any
"Portales needs a Commercial Club or some other organization to aate
Rosebud, where a party were playing pedro for beer, and the barkeep,
of Deafnett (cauted l catarrh; that
Hall Catarrh Cure
cannot
look
after her public welfare. We have enough land agents and grafters. Send forbe cured by
with a Rhinestone shirt button and a shiny black mustache, said ''howdy"
circular, free.
UHKNBT
is
g.
4.
of
in
and
is
hands
W Toledo. O.
called
there
a Sold hw ftoiiwlata. Mfl.
for three lingers
in a deep bass voice. The stranger
rotgut.
Portales,
rapidly changing
''Property
swallowed it, and then informed the crowd to the effect that he was healthy and steady upward tendency in the prices, which is encouraging Take ball't Family fllli for eonttipatlon.
a hvena from the very fountain head of Bitter Creek, and that it was! to nil."
It must be remembered that Portales is in the county of Roosevelt
his 'day to smell bad and act "pisen." With this he shot four times at a.
wt,MomSspilnsi
which
felt
under
is three and
Pet."
The
the
"Mother's
barkeep
years old, and in which five years ago there nnrt pUPhio via the' Denver & Rioi
legend,
picture bearing
the counter for something, got hold of it, and then laughed sarcastic like. were not ISOO inhabitants. The rapid and large immigration into that Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to
The pedro pluvers didn't budge. Then the swing doors of the Rosebud flew section of New Mexico evidently is not afraid, despite the newspaper September 30, final limit October 31st
Xection TTvenvcVmi tI
open, and a big man in a black frock coat took the stranger by the ear abuse, the false accusations and lying charges heaped upon leading men
and walked him to the calaboose. Next day the J. P. gave him $50 for and officials generally by the yellow dog papers of the Territory.
turn $22.56. To Pueblo and return!
'.
To Colorado Springs and re-- i
$17.66.
0
being a hvena, $50 for coming to South McAloster from Bitter Creek,;
.
turn $19.55.
and six months at the farm on general principle.-STRENUOUS TIMES AHEAD.
F.
Agent.
heroics
No gun play; no pile of still's in the corner; no dime-novvotes
in
looks
of
House
as
sufficient
were
if
the
and
there
Senate
It
f'lmrn in tiin lull sinil mi
.Tnuf n
sontpiipe
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UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
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n,nv ,,,,,'v Wo .oaii ih iwl Mn nnd Hepresentat ives to adopt the report of the joint conference committee;
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'
are many people who have
i
Thero
.
,
hill
ho
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UnmiUnn
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srafnhnnrl
ronnrrorl
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hnrti
Ia
Inn
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TTrtee
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"
ru
"
cut, his hair.
What are we coming to wnen sucn tilings can nappen toi- used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
laHtwill
President
the
will
make
measure.
Jll(
This
sign
At
and Diarrhoea Remedy with splendid
the terrors of the frontier as far off as the Indian Territory?
,aw- - 11 ma-- hc
be the case
that thls
the 15th of results, but who are tinknown berate, we shall soon have to net busy revisirm the American roll of greatness. ll
the present month. Then the strenuous times for the people of New cause they have hesitated about givwiU have but four months and ing a testimonial of their experience
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIONS AND RAILROAD PASSES.
;Mx'fan,1l ArjZOnfl wil1 binfor the election of delegates to a constitutional convention, for the for pubficatloa. These people, howevhalf
er, are none the less friends of this
A recent Democratic convention in nominate a candidate tor ,Lia
.
'labors of that convention, for a state and territorial campaign and for a
,
remedy. They have done much toward
.
ol
which
consisted
have
should
,
of
of
,
State
the
Court
Missouri,
Supreme
on
November next. This will crowd the mourners. The maklns it a household word by tholr
cives1
965 delegates, was poorly attended and the Kam s s C't ' Journal
.Jtime o do all this in is short and very short at that. The result cannot personal recommendations to friends
Hie railroad pass well he
a very good and cogent reason lor this occurrence.
and neighbors. It is a good medicine
The shortness of the campaign will act against a
predicted.
to have in the home and is widely
or rather, the absence of the railroad pass, was one of the causes for this
outcome on the enabling act, at the election in November. Those who
known for its cures of diarrhoea and
slump. The Journal in explanation says:
are anxious and favor joint statehood for the two territories have a Her- - all forms of bowel 'trouble. For sale
was
one
Excelsior
at
convention
"The Democratic judicial
Springs
culanean task before them; if they think otherwise, they will find them- by all druggists.
of the most remarkable political bodies that ever assembled to voice the
selves very badly mistaken. Unless, they shall exercise the greatest
unity,
The call for the convention
will of a free and sovereign constituency.
the st rongest combined efforts and the least sectional and factional strife, LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N M.,l
Pacific
Missouri
Ihe
of
the
to
refusal
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
gave it 9G5 members, but owing
in the Republican party, the result will not be satisafctory to the
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
of the delegates stayed at home. especially
Kailroad to issue passes about
in
New Mexico as there are at present many citi- Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
pro jointhood men
They were there in spirit the true Missouri (Pacific) Democratic spirit
zens of the Sunshine Territory opposed to the plan and as it looks as if at one fare for the round trip. Dates
if not in the flesh, however, for according to the count Colonel William
the
of Arizona people were committed to strong opposition of sale Jimp. 5, 12. 11, 19, 20; July II),
H. Phelps, Mr. Folk's able lieutenant, had 400 proxies in his pocket and to it.great majority will
The people
first obtain a knowledge of the exact provisions of 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 81; August 7, 14,
21, 23, 24, 2S; September 3, 18, 25, 27,
voted them solid for Governor Folk's appointee, Judge W. W. Graves.
the Hamilton bill as amended and passed before taking a definite stand 28,
29; Odtobpr 2, 9. 16; limit 30 days
There never was such unanimity of spirit in a convention held to nom- in the matter.
from date of sale. For particulars In-- j
who
bench.
candidate
The
for
a
candidate
the
inate
supreme
judicial
quire of any agent, Santa Fc.
received his nomination from such a source must feel profoundly grateful
II. S. LUTZ,
The Doming Graphic pays A. A. Tempke, the newly appointed super-Phelthat he is so entirely free from political and corporate influences. Colonel
Santa Fe, N. M.
did not, however, nominate Judge Graves all by himself. Of his intendenl of the public school of Luna County, a handsome compliment
100 proxies 117 were contributed by Boss Butler, of St. Louis.
The St. (in a recent issue. The Graphic is on the ground and ought to know. THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR
BOWEL TROUBLE.
Louis delegation was supposed to number 170, but only twenty-thre- e
The paper says:
Mr. M. F. Borroughs, an old and
to
and
able
in
devoted patriots were
secure passes
"In the appointment of Attorney A. A. Tempke to the office of county well known resident of Buffton, Irwl.,
person on the
appear
.Nevertheless, the absentees were not missed; tneir names were superintendent ol public schools, Governor Hagerman has certainly says: "I regard Chamberlain's Collo,
counted on every roll call. They were all in Colonel Phelps' breeches pleased a large number of our best eitizens. Mr. Tempke was a success' Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble. I
ful teacher in former years, is in every way qualified for the
pocket.
position, and make this statement
after having
had
colonel
had
fact
such
of
the
a
the
statesmanlike
that
the
the
filling
"Notwithstanding
vacancy in that office, caused by the death of Pro- used the remedy In my family for
large proportion of the Democratic party concealed about, his person, he fessor Dnlf, been elective, we believe Mr. Tempke would have been the several years. I am never without
would have been unable to perform his patriotic duty of controlling the choice of a majority of the people of Luna County.
it." This remedy is almost sure to
convention but for the valuable assistance of Boss Joe Shannon, of Kan"Our schools are in good hands and will prosper under Mr. Tempke's be needed before the summer Is over.
Why not buy It now and bo prepared
n
votes from Jack- competent supervision."
sas City, who obligingly supplied him with
for such an emergency? For sale by
son County. And even the combined ptlorts of the three boss statesall druggists.
men, Phelps, Butler and Shannon, would have been inadequate to the
Editor
of
the
Oaks
White
Uudisille,
knows
a
Outlook,
good thing
other dele
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
great work of creating a supreme judge had not thirty-si- x
when he sees it and has the faculty to express himself fluently and in
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
gates voted with them to make up the 483 necessary for a majority of
SUd'
June 1st to
"ge W
tho;
the convention, in flesh and spirit combined.
voted
aJhmg ,0011168 to llis notic
Why these thirty-si- x
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
.o
uiiui,
imait iwsttfu luiiiuiry institute coi- and
v.ii,ciiuiig
for Judge Graves is a mystery which nobody seems able to explain, but
return at the rate of $22.50; Colo-tion of this paper, in a recent issue of his paper he
says:
they did, and it was enough.
rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, f 17.55.
1
"The
of
edition
the Santa Fe New Mexican of the 21th of May Tickets on sale
fori
daily and are
"Anyway, these thirty-si- x
interlopers cannot detract from (he credit
a write up of the Iioswell Military Institute, was aheadboth return passage until October good
Slst,
due to Boss Phelps, Boss Butler and Boss Shannon for the admirable containing
in make up and matter of anything yet
J
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
attempted in the Territory.
manner in which they discharged a great patriotic duty. This triumvirate
Colonel Max. Frost and his able assistants are still
Santa Fe, N. M,
setting the pace for othof pure and disinterested statesmen have named the Democratic ticket,
er newspapers, in spite of the fact that some of them are always
keeping
so far as it has gone, and they have a right to feel proud of their work.
If you know the value of Chambertheir batteries turned on him with "a constant fusilade."
But do the hoftest, decent Democrats of the state feel proud?"
lain's Salve you woukl never wish to
be without It. Here are some of the
diseases for which it is especially vol- "The decision to allow the Sinoot case to go over until another
"It is our experience that one common housefly will, when it is
uable: Sore nipples, chapped hands,!
of Congress may work all right in connection with the Utah elec- - burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic!
feeling peart, do the work of eight alarm clocks." Topcka State Capital.
Come to Santa Fe and you will have no house flies and no other t ion, but what effect will it have on the vote in other states?" Topeka sore eyes, Itching piles, tetter salt
rheum and eczema. Price 25 cents
discomforts. There are no fleas, no mosquitoes, no scorpions, no Gila State Journal.
box. For sale by all druggists.
Precious little! It is becoming well established in - the United per
monsters and no snakes, except of the human kind, in this blessed town.
Once in a while a few people from benighted sections of the Territory or States that the Mormon question contains more humbug than
TO CLOUDCROFT.
anything
from the states bring a few mosquitoes, but they cannot live here. It is else. Three hundred thousand or even five hundred thousand Mormons A 8ummer Resort In Our Own Territory.
too high, too dry and too fine a climate. Other insects, bugs and creep- in Utah, in Idaho, in Wyoming, in Nevada and in Arizona can
certainly Commencing .Tune 1st, good for re
do
little
to
harm
avoid
also
found
creatures
r
the
this
and
and
a
eighty-fouare
hal'f
.here
millions
very
city
of people in turn September 2&th, 1906, the Santa
only occasionally
ing
and that very seldom. If you want to sleep well and peacefully at night, Uncle Sam's dominions.
Fe Central Railway, in connection
with the E. P. & s. W. Railway will
spend much of your time taking a beneficial swnbath, and be restored to
sell round trip tickets at the low rate
or keep in health, then pay the Capital of New Mexico a visit for a
The White Oaks Outlook gives the following advice to the
o?
people
of $14.f,5. For advertising matter do-few days, or for months or for as long as you can and care to. There is Alamogordo and for their
good the New Mexican hopes that it will be scrlptlve of Cloudcroft, call on or adno discount on the above and a sojourn here, short or long, will prove taken. The Outlook
says:
dress S. B. urltnshaw, General Pasthe statements made abundantly.
"Orogrande, the youngest town in the Territory only about six senger Agent.
0
months old has already voted to incorporate.
It seems to be starting
If your stocach troubles you do not
out all right. This should be a pointer to
"The Democrats of Eddy County made asses of themselves by
Alamogordo, which has had conclude there is no
cure, for a great
the native vote from participation in the Democratic primaries of more than that many years of activity and is the county seat of the
many have been permanely cured by
in
countv
which
both
towns
that county. This is
are located."
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabpoor politics and unwarranted by any
lets. Get a free sample at any drug
possible condition that may exist. It is needless to say the alert enemy is
store and give them a trial. They also
Ihe
all
most
over
of
becomes
the
and
it
it
an
"Few
counties
New
of
Mexico
Territory,
unjusare more law abiding than San Mi- cure
making
constipation and biliousness.
tified stricture on the party." Otero County Advertiser.
guel and the courts of no county show lighter criminal dockets."
Las
'
facte.
The
Facts are
Republican newspapers are simply iterating Vegas Optic.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
,
these. They are treating the matter as it should be treated and are makTou caa get some bargains in the
Nevertheless, the yellow dog newspapers and the knockers and tax
ing no unjust strictures. New Mexico citizens of Spanish descent have dodgers in the Territory howl continuously and that to the detriment of real estate line right now by calling
oo the reliable real estate dealers,
been excluded from Democratic primaries in southeastern New Mexico the Territory, that crime, corruption and
graft to a great extent
Hughes & Delgado. Office west aids
because of such descent. That is all that there is to it,
of Plaza,
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LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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Purely a Mutual
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Insurance Company.
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Rational Surety Co., of fJew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

On of tiic Best Hotels ia the West
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Tbk Scrvfec Unexcelled
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IACOME & GABJyIJ, Proprietors.
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room n Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Co?onaclo Hotel

i

el

The Best COe Rooms in the Southwest.
Itcstaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Itegular Meals, 25c.
Serve3 First Clas3 Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.
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LUPE HERRERA. Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

THE

FOR

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Diet and trentmotiUas approval by loading medical authorities. Personal study and attention Riven earii case. Saparato hospital for fovor
and other patients. For further particulars address.
DR. J. H. SIvOAN, Medical Director, SANTA FJS, N. M.

Fresh Fruits In Season.

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. 0. Box 457.
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Ocdertakers atd

Eabalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dttdfow'i Office BftMnf.
Day TdtpoM 35.

La

THE- -

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Ataiiomolbile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY
The short line between Santa F
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 24 hours In
time in making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for oil points east and

rest

!

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail, but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachets carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
4

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexico.
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
takes money to handle pioposttlona
but

OF NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT

BAJUlf

JSlATIOjVAL

STUMP-AG-

Ilka tut, and the man with
It.
There is no surer or safer investment than good Inside City Propery,
to place his savings
to the small
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity
means. This chance is offered at
with
brother
larger
fortunate
more
In
of
his
to
that
will
earn
hla
handsome
a
where
proportion
profit, equal
money

A natural feeling among lumbermen
toward the forest work of the government Is that the government Is not in
the lumber business and cannot, thereCapital IW.OOS.
Surplus and Undivided Profits o5,0W.
fore, take the lumberman's business
point of view. Yet a greater misconLoans
branches.
In
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all
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money on the most favorable terme on all kinds of personal and col
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go hand in hand. In the year 1905
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quality, abundant In quaulity at a depth of 35
Which has all the things necessary for the building ot a good, substantial town, Including water ot
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Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Souf Stomach, Torpid Liver and

$273,659.82.
By the act of March 3, 1891, the
President of the United States was

Chronic

authorized to proclaim forest reserves;
a power nrst exercised by President
Harrison, who, on March 80 of that
HOSWKU,, NKW MKXU'fl.
year, created the Yellowstone Park
Timber Land Reserve. Authority over
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
these reserves was given to the Sec-- !
Established and Supported by the Territory.
retary of the Interior, the ndiniulstra-- j
tive work to be conducted by the Gen-- ;
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
'
era! Land Office.
Col eg as. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and commere
The
of
creation
forest reserves,
all conveniences.
electric-lightebaths,
plete;
however, without provision for their
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, J250 per session. Session Is
administration, was both ineffectual
nreo terms of thirteen weeks each.
and annoying to local interests deR08WEU Is a noted health resort, 3,70" feet above sea level;
pendent upon their resources. Conse-- !
Sunshlno eveiydnyfrom Soptember to June.
quently the Secretary of the Interior,
in 1S9I5, requested the National Acad-- .
Beed, W, M. Atklnsnn W A.
REGENTS Nathan laffa, W.
emy of Science to recommend a Na
Cahoon
A.
E.
nd
FlLlay
tional forest policy. This resulted In
COL. J, W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
the passage of the net of June 4, 1S97,
under which, with several subsequent
amendments, forest reserves are now
administered,
Change of Administration.
Still the result was not satisfactory.
Scientific knowledge and a technically
These Celebiated Hot Springs are tLsse waters Las been thoroughly test trained force were necessary. The
ed
the miraculous cures attested to Bureau of
Forestry had frequently
located In the midst of the Ancient lo by
the following diseases: Paralysis, to be consulted
west
Finally the net ot
miles
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption February 1, 1005, was passed, trans- of
Santa
miles
north
ot Taos, and fifty
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kid
V
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec In matters of surveys .
Fe, an about twolve miles from
passing ot
all
Hons,
La
Scrofula, Catarrh,
Grippe,
Station on the Denver and Rio
title, to the Secretary of Agriculture,
.
.,
Grande Railway, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board, 'I'hrt nntnnl nni.i
and
$1
$2.60
lodging
per
bathing
to
to
day;
runs
the
the
of
Bureau
Forthereupon
of
given
line
springs.
stages
dally
The temperature of these waters Is per week; 50 per month. Stage meetr estry, since July 1, 1905. styled the
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe Forest Service.
The policy upon which these recarbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate train upon request. This rerort Is at
seasons and la open all serves were to be administered is Invery dry and delightful the year tractive at all
round. There Is now a commodious winter, Passengers for OJo CallenU dicated by the following extracts from
hotel for the convenience of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and the letter written February 1, 1905,
and tourists. These waters contain reach OJo Callente at 4 . . m. the same by the Secretary of Agriculture to the
Forester
1,(81.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Dare for round trip from Sants
"In the administration of the forest
Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40. For forthei
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
reserves it must be clearly borne in
Springs In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
mind that all fand Is to be devoted to
Its utmost productive use for tho
permnnent good of the whole people,
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. JVl. and not for the temporary benefit of
individuals or companies. All the resources of forest reserves are for use,
and this must be brought about in a
thoroughly prompt and business-likmanner, under such restrictions only
as will insure the permanence of these
You will see to
resources.
it that the water, wood, and forage
47 Sua Fraacleco
of the reserves are conserved and
wisely used for the benefit of the
In
home builder first of all.
the management of each reserve local
questions will be decided upon local
where conflicting
grounds;
Interests must be reconciled, tho queslankeU, Basket, Rt, Wax, Faitehr and Llnsa eVriwe, War,
,
tion will always' be decided from the
.
Opals, Turqaalaas, Garnets ana Other Gsma.
MOTTO:
OUR
Ta Have Wis Btst af Everything Is) Pm Una.
standpoint of the greatest good to the
greatest number in the long run."
The principal object of tho forest reserves is use. The policy governing
these great storehouses of natural
wealth Is not one of locking up and
inaccessible their resources,
rendering
MANUFACTURER OF
but ot conserving and multiplying
them and n.nking them available to
DEALER IN
consumers.
Hexican Filigree
Effective Organization.
Watclfis, Bets. Jewelry
That a government bureau can actually thus subserve tho Interests of
aui Hail PaiiteJ China.
users la at first a matter of some skepInticism with practical lumbermen. Their
Repair of Fine Watchos and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rngj and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail. ,
fear is tnat such work will be conducted from a remote government
West SI1.I0 I'laaa, Santa Fo, N. M.
office by men unfamiliar with local
needs.
It has remained for the Forest
the
practically to demonstrate
groundlessness of these fears. To this
end It has rapidly developed an organ-D- EALER IN-F- INE
ization, on July 1, 1898, the Division
of Forestry employed eleven persons,
WINES, LlCjUORS AND CIGARS.
of whom six filled clerical or other subImported and Native Wines for Family Ue.
ordinate positions, and five belongod
OUR SPECIALTIES-Ol- d
Crow, McBrayer
to the scientific staff. Of the latter,
Guckf nhehner Rye, Taylor and Faxtou, Old
two were professional foresters. The
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
Division possessed no field equipment;
practically all of its work was office
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA
work. At the opening of the present
fiscal year the employes of the Forest
Service numbered 821, of whom 153
were professional, trained foresters.
The field force of the Forest Service
contains the grades of Forest Inspector, Forest Supervisor, Forest Assistant, and Forest Ranger. In so far as
possible the administration ot the reserves takes place on the ground and
with the promptness that is supposed
to characterize private business.
One of the most important aspects
of forest administration is the sale of
timber. All timber on forest reserves
which can be cut safely and for which
there is no actual need is for sale. ApAND THE NORTH AND EAST
plications to purchase are invited.
Green timber may be sold except
,
where its removal makes a second
crop doubtful, reduces the timber supTORRANCE
ply below the point of safety, or injures the streams.- - All dead timber is
for sale. The cutting of this timber
is done under the local supervision
of the Forest Service and in accordance with certain clearly defined and
practical rules.
Speculation Prevented. '
The restrictions governing the timA Wide Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Tralii
ber sales, while effective, are simple.
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
Application Is made to the local officer
in charge of the reserve from which
the timber is desired, who executes
small sales on the ground. In case
Also Ano'ther Fast Thro' Train Daily.
of large sales, the application Is
to the Forest Service, from
Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding amy
which the advertisement of the sale
Is made. Applicants for timber are
trip cheerfully furnished on application to .,
required to send sealed bids to the
:
V. It. STILES,
T. A. HILDEBRANT,
Forest Service. Small bidders enlov
exactly equal opportunities with large
General Passenger Agent,
j and monopolization is
Agent,
effectually fore--j
El Paso, Tex.
stalled. The highest bid fixes
Torrance, N. M.
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FE

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Lottis, Chicago
Most Conveniently Reached
and
via

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago

sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches,

It Is guaranteed

IRELAND'S PHARMACY.

WHAT WE WILL DO.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with

grace,

We'll suit the contour ot your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen.
Our shop Is neat and towels are clean.
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Benevolent and Protective Order pf
lkaDenver, Colorado,
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
Ju,v I621- Commencing May 1st anil until Sep''"i"
lll,ovfi occasion, the Santa
tember 80th tho Santa Fo will sell tick- wiU sell tickets to Denver and
els on each Tuesday, Thursday ana!
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
to hoa Angelea and San Di-- ! turn at the rate of one fare $16.00, for
e'gotrom Santa Fe at the rate of $ 12.90 the round trip. Dates of sale July
for the round trip. Return limit of, 13tli, 14th and 13th. Good for return
ATTORNEYSATLAW.
r
passaco until August 20th. Low rates
t.lnlft. ifnvprnhpr P.ntli. 1'iflfi.
allowed in California. For particulars from al pmut.s on the Santa Fe l
X. FROST,
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Denver.
nn agents of tho Santa Fe.
orney at law.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
SANTA FE EXCURSION
Santa Fe, N. M.

California.

-
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Slon-nve-

EAST
Summer rates have been made by
FE,
the Santa Fe to points In the states of

....

RATES

CITY

OF MEXICO VIA SANTA
$43.65.

HANNA A SPENCER,

Attorney at Law.
Office, Griffin Blk.
One fare for the round trip, dates Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Phone 66.
North Dakota,
of sale April 2Mb to May Dth, return Missouri, Nebraska,
South Dakota, Memphis, Tann., Wis- Q, W. PRICHARD,
limit July 2 1st.
and Wyoming,
Also ou Juno r,th to July 7th,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
These rates are a little more than
turn limit September liiih. Also Sep-- !
Practices in all the District Courts
tember 3d to 11th Inclusive, return one fare for the round trip. The and gives special attention to cases
limit October 21st. Liberal stop overs round trip rate to Chicago be.ng $48.35, before the Territorial Supreme Court.
(Kansas City $35.85, St, Louis $43.35, Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
allowed
Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
Call on any agent for Information. 1st and 2d, June 9th to lGth, July 1st
BENJAMIN M. READ,
,
,
,
to 10, good for return passage until
II. S.LUTZ,
t,v
Attorney at law.
on
call
for
October
31st,
M.
particulars
n- -small
... .
Agent, Santa Fe, N.
New Mexico.
Santa
Fe,
Fe.
the
Santa
agents of
lots; fifty applications for such sales
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
H. S. LUTZ,
The New Mexican Priming Com-are made to each single application
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
fill
Agent,
to
and
is
the
promptly
pany
prepared
for 1,000,000 board feet or more;
consideration ac- satisfactorily all orders for engraved
CHAS. A. LAW,
prompt, business-likAttorney-at-Law- .
corded such applications standing In visiting cards, marriage announceU. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
marked contrast with the slow meth- ments, invitations and all work of that
New Mexico.
ods once' prevailing, when all appli- kind. Prices as low as compatible
Clayton,
I'
cations had to be made through Wash- with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
ington.
N. 8. Rose.
George Spence.
and prices.
Forests as Revenue.
3PENCE & ROSE.
During the year 1905 the sales of
Attorneys.
Herewith are some bargains offered
timber from the national reserve were
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
ComMexican
New
the
Printing
by
as follows:
Specialities, Notary in Office.
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
The largest sales so far made are pany: Code of Civil Procedure ol the
Estancla.
New Mexico.
Arrive.
71,406,537 board feet from South Da- Territory of Now Mexico, 1897, sheep
No.
721
m.
12:01 p.
kota; 08,255,016 from Wyoming; and bound, $1; papor hound, 75c; Missouri No. 723
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
6:15 p.m.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
5,327,443 from Utah.
No.
725
9:40
Attorney at law.
p.m.
two
for
Dathe
$10; Adapt
In sales of wood for fuel South
Pleadings, $6;
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Depart.
kota led with 29,844
cords; Arizona ed to New Mexico Code, Laws ol New
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
.....9:00 a, m.
followed with 10,649; and Colorado Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English No. 720
m. Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun
4:20
No.
722
p.
full
of
$2.25;
number
and
V4.
total
The
pamphlet,
with 10,795
Spanish
7:30 p. m. ties, Third Judicial District
cords sold was 74,120.
leather, $3; SheriC'8 Flexible Cover No. 724
No. 722 connects wi.h No. 1 west.
In sales of posts and poles, Montana Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
A. W. POLLARD,
led with 119,500, followed by. Wyoming more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuNo. l stops at all stations.
Attorney at law.
with 30,750, and Colorado with 13,988. preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inNo. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
District Attorney, Luna County.
The total number sold was 188,740.
clusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
New Mexico.
The largest timber sales were made $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation to Albuquerque to discharge passen- Deming
Laws, 7Ec; Compilation Mining Laws, gers from Santa Fe.
In Wyoming, whore they reached
B. C. Wade.
J, H. Bomham.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
South Dakota's sales ranked 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
BON HAM & WADE,
Reports, full sheep, $3.50 dellvred;
second In value, amounting to
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
Attorneys at Liv.
side Plasta, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and Colorado's to $23,937.07 full list school bank.
Practice In the Supreme and DisThe total sales for 1905 reached
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
The New Mexican Printing Company
blanks of all
Probate Courts and before the U. B.
Nor are the receipts from these is headquarters for legal a
makes specialty
Surveyor Genorali and U. S. Land
sales swallowed up by the cost ot ad- kinds. Tho company
in handling land office blanks, necesOfficers.
Las Cruces, N. M.
of
The
entire
ministration.
property
in homestead entries and In min- Effective Monday, February 26, 1906.
the forest reserve, worth $250,000,000 sary
Trices low, especi- South Bound
North Bound
A. B. RENEHAN,
In cash, is now being administered at eral applications,
of 1 per ally "in quantities. Circulars giving Nn 1
Practices in the Supreme and Disn cost of less than
I No 3
Statloni.
on applicafurnished
jUI
Information
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trict Courts; MInnIng and Land Law
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SttutaPe...Arr 7,00Jl 4.2!) p a Specialty. Rooms 8 9 Sena Blag,
that value of not less than 10 per cent
4
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p
a year is taking place. As the use
Ten blanoa.. " 6,400 8.35 p Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
2 25 p
...Kennedy.... " 6,060 3.10 p
of the reserves increases, the cost of
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Clark
The above Is the title lo a new song 2 60 p
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CHA8. F. EASLEY,
S 40
administration
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p
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Surveyor General.)
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....Willard....
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New Mexico.
Santa Fe
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" 8,286 10.30 a Land and Mining Business
serves will become
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t Specialty.
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eat
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you
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8.15 pjllS Arr. ... Torrance.. Lva 6,476
later, they may confidently be expect- popularity.
a longing desire to continue
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E. C. ABBOTT,
a customer. And the world still goes
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
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Grande
Denver
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Practices in the District and Suall points In Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
The best and most durable book Montana, Washington, and tho Great preme Courts, prompt and careful atHOTEL
ARRIVALS.
tention given to all business.
binding in the Southwest is done at Northwest.
District Attorney for the Counties
the New Mexican bindery In this city.
all
for
Torrance
at
Connecting
Palace.
The bindery is the best equipped and points east and west with Golden State of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
R.
W.
A. B. Miller, Albuquerque;
largest in the Southwest from Denver Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pull- Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Pierce, Denver; A. A. Keen, Albuquer- south lo the Mexico line and between man berths reserved
by wire.
que; Florence J. Foster, Las Cruces; Dallas on the east and Los Angeles
EMMETT PATTON,
For rates and information address
Mrs. C. Morse, Independence, Iowa; on the west. First-clasworkmen are
S. B. GRlMSHAW,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
.1.
D.
comHerron,
Bertha Feet, Monticello;
Box 98, Roswell, New Mexico.
employed. Prices are as low as
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
s
work. PatronLas Vegas; Mrs. A. Prieno, Miss, Prie patible with
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
Roswell.
From
To
and
no, New York City; Miss Collier, Mont ize this deserving home industry and
:
Connection made with Automobile
goniery, Alabama ; J. D. Hanll, Los bring your binding and ruling work
FRANK W. CLANCY,
at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Line
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ComH.
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New
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the
Printing
RosAttorney at law.
for
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leaves
Automobile
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at
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and
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at
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District
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TO LOUISVILLE, KV.
E. Stern, Las Vegas; C. AI. Bills,
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Central
Fe
The
Santa
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I.
H.
Railway
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Rapp,
Denver;
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be- the Supreme Court of the Territory;
Demary and wife, Livermore, Iowa; pany, in connection with the El Paso tween Santa Fe and Torrance is $6.65 also before the United States Supreme
Chi& Southwestern Railway and the
C. M. Stanflll, Centewille, Tennessee;
Torrance and Roswell Court In Washington.
L. R. Babcock, Kelly; J. W. Taylor, cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway and between
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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tickets
round
will
sell
J.
D.
Repub
Vent,
Company
trip
Monterey,
Deming;
J. W. STOCKARD,
11c of Mexico;
Lena Morrow Lewis, on June 11th, 12th and 13th to Louis wire.
OSTEOPATHY.
Manager Automobile Line.
San Francisco; A. L. Kendall, Cerril- - ville, Kentucky, with final return llm
los; Nettle H. Baldwin, St, Louis, it of 30 days for $46.10, on account
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEION,
Michigan; W. J. Booth, St. Louis, Mis- of home coming week for Kentucklans.
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SYSTEM
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D.
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or
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Call
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Try
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Agent,
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or
without
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No charge for Consultation.
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mond, Las Vegas; J. W. Clark,
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New Mexico.
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the
at
Albuquerque,
Coronado.
Trains stop at Embudo for o iner CIVIL ENQ'RS AND SURVEYORS.
5, 1906, viz:
George Stout, Alamosa; J. C. PeterMcLean Fenton, of Perea, where good meals are served.
Elijah
son, Estancla; James Lincoln, Purcell; Sandoval County, N. M., for the SE
At Antonito for Durango, Sllverton
CORBETT & COLLINS,
Charles Swandon, Torrance; E. H.
and Intermediate points.
SE
E
NE
and SW
Civil and Mining Engineers.
Morgan, Roswell; Charles Stewart, SE
Pueblo
and
19
Alamosa
for
At
Denver,
section 9, T
N, R 2 E.
U. t. Deputy Mineral Surveyors,
Torrance; James Lynch, Torrance; R.
He names the following witnesses Intermediate
points via the stand'
Assaying.
J. Dye, Denver.
to prove bis continuous residence up ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
Santa re, N..M.
Bast Side Plasa
on and cultivation of said land, viz.: narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
' If you do not care ta pay for a daily R. Bletcher, G. W. Dexter, J. F. entire trip in daylight and passing
HIRAM T. BROWN,
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New Dexter, of Albuquerque, N. M.; W. G. through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
also for all points on Creede branch.
Mexican Review and get the eream of Bletcher, of Senorlto.
U. S. Mineral Surveyor
S. K. HOOPER,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the week's doings. It Is an excellent
New Mexico.
Colo. ganta, Ft,
P.
Q.
A.,
Denver,
to
to
send
friends.
the paper
Register
your

ttro
,.ot,,
7ld

e

PT3
QO

$143,-894.8-

j

$273,-659.8-

Santa Fe Central Dairy
TIIvIE TABLE

one-thir- d

R

Sor-vic- o

P. F. HANLEY.

"Golden State Limited"

thoroughly and clears

laxative Fruit Syrup

deprice. Should the Hint, applicant
sire to begin cutting Immediately he
may (except in California) do so, on
condition that ho pay in advance at
a price already fixed by the Forest
Service, and that ho obligate himself
to pay the full amount named In the
highest bid. Thus delay is avoided and
tho government Is protected. Speculation lu reserve timber is made Impossible by tho provision that the timber must be removed within a specified time, and that when a contract
extends over several years, a propor-- ,
tlonate amount of timber must be re-- ;
moved eacb. year. Five years is the
extreme limit of a sales contract.
That these restrictions are not onerous is shown by the numerous sales
made under them. A single sale of
50,000,000 feet of lodgopole pine for
railroad ties is pending on the Montana Division of the Yellowstone Forest Reserve, it is estimated that 165,-000,000 feet B. M. of lodgepolo pine
can be taken from one watershed in
the Medicine Bow Forest Reserve, still

j

:

Cleanses the system

OBINO

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

steam-heate-

n

M.

JOHN BECKER, Pr-s- . and Gon. Mgr.
i
LOUI8 C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
WM. ft. BERGER, Secretary.
In the absence of Mr. corbett.
ot
lota
sale
ot
ths
has
Co.
at
Stores
ot
Becker
charge
John
The
Willard,
Carl A. Dalles, Manager

f

I

latter

Over Quarter Million Dollars' Worth
Sold In 1905 Saving Woods
While Selling Trees.

The eldeit banking Inttltutlon In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU9 J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier,

I 1
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SANTA
DCDCHMAI

Governor Herbert J. Hagerman will
return to the capital this evening from
Raton.
R. J. Dye, a commercial man from
Denver, looked after business matters
in town today.
E. Stern, a traveling man from Las
egas, attended to business matters In
town Saturday.
J. G. Raymond, an employe of the
Santa Fe Railroad at Las Vegas, spent
yesterday In the Capital City.
C. H. Demary and
wife, tourists
from Livermore, Iowa, spent yesterday
sight seeing in the Capital City.
L. C. Ilfeld, an attorney from Las
Vegas, was in the city today on legal
business.
agent
J. C. Peterson, immigration
from Eslancln, was In the city today
attending to business matters.
to
Mrs. Nettle Baldwin returned
Santa Fe last evening from a visit of
several weeUs to Alma, Michigan.
Samuel Phillips, deputy sheriff, and
Charles Steward, livery stable keeper
at Estancia, spent yesterday in the

DEDUCT SON!
F
O
R

2 WEEKS

?1

i

,

Tailor-Mad- e

SUITS
Which is of Great Inter-

the Public.

est to

$17.50 SUIT FOR $15.50

"

$22.50

$20.00

oily.

it

I,

$24.00
$27.00

II

.1

$30.00

the biggest
opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
vour measure tak- en before the rush
We sell
begins.
every suit with a
This

y

is

guarantee.
MONEY

BACK

If

YOU WANT

IT IS THE WAY IT GOES HERE!

Nathan Salmon
249-251-25-

3

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.
JUST RECEIVED

(It

CATC OF JEESEY CREAM
needs no introduction.)

FLOUR

WEJIVE
THREE GRADES OF KANSAS FLOUR.
TWO GRADES OF COLORADO FLOUR.
FRESH FROM THE MILL WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR.
GRAHAM FLOUR.
RYE FLOUR.
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN MEAL.

OUR SPECIAL:
8 Bars Pride of Denver Soap for 25 Cents.

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

INCORPORATED

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and

Potatoes, Staticneiy.

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

MCMTinM

jJJWVMrHLJlMIW

Special

I

iK

ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
SANTA

F,

M. M.

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated ' 'Victor' Mines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" Is a sure guar
an tee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit,
in

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE

j

John A. Laughlin, the Trinidad contractor, arrived in the city yesterday
and today attended to business matters.
M. C. Peterson, a commercial man
from Kankakee, Illinois, spent today
in the Capital City calling on the
trade.
Dr. E. II. Morgan of Roswell was in
the city today, a guest at the Coronado
Motel. Ho came on professional business.
P. Uiddlford and C. G. Rhee, telegraph operators en route from Denver to El Paso, stopped In Santa Fe
yesterday.
G. W. Hickox, the Albuquerque jeweler, has gone to southern California,
partly on business and partly for recuperation.
,1. W. Clurk,
a miner who has spent
the winter in Arizona, passed through
the city yesterday en route to his home
in Durango.
Jose Jnez
County Commissioner
Roybal, of Poloaque, is in the city and
attending the sessions of the board of
commissioners.
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter re
turned last evening from Raton where
he had been as a member of Governor
Hagerman's party.
,1. L. Doggert, of Roswell, and W. L.
Purcell, of Midland, Texas, stopped in
Santa Fe yesterday en route to Colo
rado mining towns.
Hugh H. Harris, a range rider on
the Jemez torest Reserve, arrived In
the city from Espanola yesterday. He
came on official business.
W. J. Booth, a drummer from St.
Louis, Missouri, arrived In town yes
torday and spent today attending to
commercial business matters.
A. B. MclWiiler, practicing attorney
of Albuquerque, arrived in Santa Fe
yesterday and registered at the Pal
ace. He came on legal business.
W. R. Pierce, a knight of the grip
from Denver, today interviewed Santa
Fe mercnants in the interest of a
wholesale firm which he represents.
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the Supreme
Court, who was one of the party that
to
accompanied Governor Hagerman
Raton, returned last night to the city,
C. M. Bills, of Denver, connected
with a Arm of stone cutters and
dealers In monument and grave stones,
looked after business affairs today in
the city.
J. D. Barnes, manager of the local
Wells, Fargo Express Company office,
returned to the city yesterday from a
visit to Morlarty.
John B. Benson of El Paso, Texas,
who has spent the winter In mining
camps in the Republic of Mexico,
passed through the city yesterday en
route to Durango,
The announcement made by the
New Mexican Saturday last that Mrs.
L. F. Largcy has left this city for
the City of Mexico was Incorrect. Mrs.
Largey has gone 'to Omaha, Nebraska.
Bishop J. Mills Kendrick, of the
Episcopal diocese of New Mexico and
Arizona, Who has been on a tour of
northern and central New Mexico, has
returned to his Arizona home.
A. L. Grimshaw, assistant freight
traffic manager of the Santa Fe Central Railway, who has been on a business trip to the central portion of the
Territory, returned home yesterday.
C. M. Stansfill of Centralpoint,
arrived In the city yesterday
and this morning assumed his duties
as bookkeeper for Dudrow & Montenie,
which position he came here to ffll.- Mrs. Lena Morrow Lewis, a socialistic lecturer from San Francisco, arrived in the city yesterday and reg
istered at the Claire. Tonight she
will deliver a lecture on socialism In
the Plaza.
A short time ago J. H. Brinkeroff
was appointed assistant superintend
ent of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, vice A. Malone, resigned. Mr.
Brinkeroff will make his headquarters
at Alamosa,
A party of tourists comprising J. D.
Hands of Los Angeles, Mrs. A. Prleno
and daughter, Miss Prieno, of New
York City, and Miss Collier of Montgomery, Alabama, spent yesterday
sightseeing in the Capital City.
Ralph Easley arrived last, evening
from Columbia, Missouri, where he is
taking a three years' law course at the
University of Missouri. He will spend
his summer vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
Judge A. L, Kendall of Cerrillos, arrived in the city yesterday and registered at the Claire. He came to Santa
Fe to attend the meeting of the Board
of County Commissioners, of which he
is a member and which met today.
E. G. Vent, an
train dispatcher, made a flying trlp.through the
city this morning, stopping long
enough to shake hands with the employes at the depot of the Santa Fe
Central and Denver & Rio Grande
Railways.
I. H. Rapp, of the firm of Rapp &
Rapp, architects of Las Vegas, arrived
in the city Saturday and registered at
Ten-ness-

old-tim- e

.

228 San Francisco St.

:

Telephone 14

.NEW . MEXICAN,

SANTA TE, N. M.

the Claire. He came on business con
nected With the opening of the bids
for the new county jail, which took
place today.
Mr. and Mrs. A, B. Smith and daughter of Las Vegas left yesterday for
Los Angeles where they will make
their home. Mr. Smith, who was for
a number of years cashier of the First
National Bank at Las Vegas is well
rnown In New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Sharp were arrivals in Santa Fe last evening and are
guests at St. Vincent's Sanitarium. Mf .
Sharp is an artist of renown who has
visited Santa Fe upon several previous
occasions and returned because he
deems it one of the most picturesque
cities
and most agreeable residence
in the United States.
Mrs. C. Morse, of Independence,
Iowa, accompanied by Miss Bertha
Peet, of Montlcello, Indiana, and Miss
Florence J. Foster of Las Cruces, were
guests in the city yesterday stopping
at the Palace Hotel. They left on
this morning's train for the east. They
were charmed at .their sojourn here
and were glad that they visited the
The mem
Capital of New Mexico.
bers of the party are friends of Judge
and Mrs. John R. McFIe.
A. B. Craycraft, who operates the
Plaza studio, was one among the party
who visited the Manzano Mountains
last week. He returned last evening.
He bore the appearance
of having
"roughed" it for a time and was glad
to reach the city, Mr. Craycraft is an
interesting talker on historical and
archaeological subjects in New Mexico, as he has visited many points of
interest in the Territory.
Attorney General W. C. Reld return
ed to Santa Fe on Santa Fe train No,
1 last
evening from Raton, where he
had participated in the events in honor
of the visit of Governor
Hagerman.
Unfortunately, Mr. Reid was seized
with a hemorrhage of the nose on Sat
urday evening at 6 o'clock which could
not be checked for six hours and then
only by a physician plugging the nos
trils. The. hemorrhage was the result
of a recent operation
and Captain
Reld had to return to Santa Fe to
place himself under medical care.
The many friends of Manuel Gonzales, who left this city some seven
years ago to attend school at Chiloceo,
Indian Territory, will bo glad to learn
of the young man's success. He has
graduated in penmanship and has
equipped himself very creditably as
a musician, being a member of a large
band that left the above named place
for Europe on the 2d instant.
The
band will make a trip around the
world, after which Mr. Qonzales will
return to this city on the 25th of November, next. He has sent his diplomas In agriculture and penmanship to
his aunt Mrs. Frank Plonrpteaux, 114
Cerrillos Road, who will keep them
for him until he reaches this city.
Jose L. Lopez, now engaged in mining at Golden, where he has valuable
mining properties, is In the city on a
visit to his family. Mr. Lopez served
for the past year and a half as deputy
sheriff of this county and was a very
acceptable and good officer. The Gold
Bullion Company has a large force of
men at work, putting up the machinery for the new and powerful steam
shovel, which will he used in handling
the pay dirt of its extensive claims.
The work is progressing satisfactorily.
Live stock in southern Santa Fe County, sheep, cattle and horses, Is in fine
condition, as the range is very good
and as the water supply Is very satisfactory. He returns to Golden to-
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BAD BLOOD

fl

The Bowels

OFFICER ATTACKS
PORTALES FARMER

J. H. Blain's sale will be the ereat- est, the most sweeDlne and lnnnrnl.
elled bargain period ever created.

BUREAU NOTES.
for New Mexico.

Forecast
Generally fair and warmer weather
tonight and Tuesday.
Saturday the thermometer registered

THE KITCHEN.
You could eat from the Bon Ton
Hotel kitchen
floor.
Cleanliness
counts so much with, all of us.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
Counter management goes much further than cleanliness.
Our aim is to serve pur patrons with
the beat food possible dainty, yet substantial.
To see that they live and sleep In
cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by all that Is
pleasantand refined.
And they also have for use the band'
some parlors, library, buffet and smoking room.
The Bon Ton is just like a great big
happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
are at your service at minimum rates.
If you do not receive J. H. Blain's
circular, please call for one at the
store,
New Mexican advertisers

fat

trade.

We

Manlmum temperature,

(18

degrees at

H

Minimum temperature

40

degrees at

:30 a. tu.

the latest styles
We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality

We show

We lead,

The mean temperature for the 34
hours wan 56 degree.
Mean relative humidity 64 per cent.
Precipitation 0.01 of an Inch
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows:
Maximum temperature, 63 degrees at
5:20 p. m.

carry the largest stock
have the most varied

assortment

as follows:

others follow

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
In our line and we
earnestly request
you to Shop with us.
;

..

Minimum temperature 43 decrees al
l'1:l0a m.
The mean temperature for the Si
hour was 53 degrees.
Mean relative humidity 53 per wnt
.
Precipitation 0.43 ol an inch.
I nil, 1'tJI l II il.tii, n. lit. wi'i.tlj, i.
degrees.

For Half

a

Century the Leading Dry Goods House

P. 0. Box,

21!).

in

the City of Santa Fe
photifi, No.

.

SO.

I

DELICIOUS BEVERIDGE.
Health Table Malt,!
Is a most delicious beverage. It may
be drunk freely at any time, by man,
woman or child. It builds up tired,
weak bodies and shattered nerves.
For sale by
A

Dr. Laurltzen's

j

11.

CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 38

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."

try!

Headquarters for,

c STRAWBERRIES

8. KATJNE & CO.
Phone 26

nt thn hnst Rnpllfilh si.riiJnK
In America; 4o years exper- lence In breeding these floe
hounds for my own sport, 1
now otter them lor sain. V
Slblev. Jackson Co.. Mo.

INVENTORS

fljAUNE & COMPANY
Leading Grocers.

Phone 26.

!

HAVE YOUR MODELS
MADE AT
HOME BY AN EXPERT MACHINIST
and where you can direct the work

New and second hand bicycles, machine, gun and model work, and all
kinds of repairing promptly done.

FE

NOVELTY

WORKS

San Francisco Street

256

256.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Cures Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough.

MR
Ti

BOUGHT to any
In the Country: send ticket
In and net cash for It: tran
sactions guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

R, H

TICKETS parts

in

im

mi m

Bonds-

-

PLAZA

BARBER

Ftwnitttfe Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street

We are

s

Barsers.

as far

in

the

LEAD

as
TEDDY
UNDERTAKING1

AND EMBALMING.

Chsrlts Wagner, Licenced Embalmer.

in representing the
PEOPLE
,
JLt

SHOP

WILLIAM H PARSCUS, Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa "e.
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First-Clas-

At.

CHARLES WAGNER

U

THE

St., Santa Fe,

Burglary Insurance, Investment Business.

.

!

S. LOWITZKL

GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE, N.

....

SODA WATER

D.

General Insurance Agents
Surety

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Pour first class artists : : ;
Electrical Baths . . .11.50
Other Baths .
,
,25
Parlors located West Side Plai
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

'

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY
j

KERR'S
Toflsorial : Parlors

ritifrW-

11

We have a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out la the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit up your house when
you can got the best gooda at the low
est prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call in and see
nur goods.

Lower 8an Francisco

HENRY KRICK
Sole Agent For

Phone26

CUT PRICES!

and get the best results.

SANTA

J

are now receiving daily expesss
shipments of Missouri strawberries
We also have Fancy, Fresh Pineapples. Fancy Oranges. Lemons and
Bananas.
Vegetables of all kinds.

h S.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.
T. B. HUDSPETH.

!

We

'

FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS

PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Why Is It that the firm of HiiehAB A
Any Flavor You Desire..
Delgado are making a success of the
real estate business? It is because this
We will deliver Soda Water in any
firm Is reliable and anv nrnnnrtv
quantity to any part of the city.
placed In their hands will be looked!
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
atter m a businesslike manner. Office
Telephone No. 38.
west of Plaza.
You will surely miss it If you miss
J. H. Blain's sale, which opens Wednesday at 9 a. m.

W

AXXUAL SALE TEN MILLION BOXES

temp's St. Louis Beer

Parish ran. but stooDed and flrnrl
at Atchiey. shootine one of his
horses. Neither man was struck. The
square was crowded with farmers
wno had come to town for
Saturday's
shopping. Justice Morris held both
men to await preliminary hearing In
the sum of $1,000 each.

We

U. 9. WEATHER

3:40 p m.

1903.

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

naranteed to cure or your money back
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. Coo

A special from Roswell says that on
Malls ordets promptly attended to.
Saturday last B. B. Parish, a deputy
snerin 01 Koosevelt County, met and Montezuma Ave, 8anta Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. SB
attacked
a
on

twice

Incorporated

Pleaaant, Palatable, Potent. Telle Good, Do Good,
N.ver Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 18c. 25c, Mk. Never
In balk. The genuine tablet stamped OOO.

Shots Talk
About a Sister the Cause.

times.

1856.

Wholesale and Retail
Dry Goods.

f

CANDVCATMlrtlC

And Each Fire Several

Joseph Atchley,
farmer,
the public square at Portales and severely beat him, charging that Atcbley
bad talked In a manner that he did
not like about his sister. Atehlcy drew
nis
and fired nt Parish four

Established

m

morrow,

The word bargain will have greater
significance than ever before at J. H.
Blain's stupendous sale.

SeligmanB ROS. Co

"I hd trouble with my bowelH which made my
blood Impure. Mj fac wu covered with plmplet
which no external remedy could remove. 1 tried
and great waa my Joy when the
jour Cucareti
after a month's steady nee.
rlmplee dt. appeared them to all my friends
ens
tulle a few haveW found relief."Hew York
C. i. Fnach,
Tarli Ave.,
City, N. T .

HCO ElDDlOQIIIt

Bureau

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.

.

Situations of all kinds Secured Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged,

Money Lent on Approved Security.
LIVERY STABLE. 1
Reliable Horse, tlnal
lugales, Surreys, Hacks.

Fine Rigs,

Call up 'Phone No.
when In need
of Anythnlf In the Livery Line.
Reasonable
Drivers Furnished..
Rates.

C2&3.

cxcccon. J

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen- ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot.
Fiftfit

Good Location.

Trees.

103 Palace Avenue.

Large
Plenty of
Pnsne

No. IBS.

all
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MINOR CITY TOPICS
The city council will liolil lis regular monthly meeting this evening if a
quorum can be obtained.
Mrs. T. B. Catron and her guests
will be at tiome tomorrow afternoon,
and will, recelv their friends at the
Catron residence on Grant Avenue.
The Santa Pe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal Union of America, w.111 meet
this evening In regular monthly meeting at 7: 30 'at the Odd Fellows' Hull.
The board of penitentiary commissioners will meet tomorrow at .the territorial prison fo the purpose of opening bids for supplies for the coming
six months and to audit accounts.
Work on the rseldenoe being built
by Marcos Castillo on Palace Avenue,
is progressing rapidly. The foundation
has been laid and the brick masons
will begin, in a day or two.
Montezuma Lodge No. 1, A. F. and
A. Masons will bold its regular monthly communication this evening at Ma
sonic Hall at 7:30 o'clock. Visiting:
Masons arc cordially Invlled to be!
present.
There will be a meeting of the;

Archaeological Society In the Ben
Hur room of the old Palace at 8
o'clock this evening. As matters of
Importance are to be considered a
full attendance Is desired.
There will be a special meeting of
the Woman's Board of Trade In the
library rooms tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock at which all the members
are requested to be present as Important business is to come before the
organization.
of
The contract for the
the second story of the Masonic building No. 210, San Francisco Street, on
the south side of the Plaza has been
awarded to J. A, McHughe and prepof
arations for the commencement
work thereon are now In progress.
The. county commissioners met this
forenoon at 10 o'clock at their office In
the court house. The board will be
in session several days, examining and
returns and
approving assessment
hearing and deciding appeals from the
action of the assessor In Increase of
property returns.
Elections for one member of the
board of school directors In the several school districts in the counties of
New Mexico, were held today. In this
county, the election passed off quietly
but results will not be received by

Does your head ache? Pflin back of your
eyes? Sometimes faint and dizzy? Heavy
pressure in your head? Bad taste in
mouth? Does your food distress you?
Are you nervous and Irritable? Do you ever have the blues? Then your liver
Make your liver right. Make it do its work better. Take one of
is all wrong
J. O. AyerOo.,
Ayer's Pills each night, ust one. &ft ftMJinSXl'.ia
Lowell, Mass.

Headaches
1

PAflE FIVE.

Marcellno others .under the same favorable conat Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Superintendent
County
ditions may live equally long.
Garcia for some days.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
"Americans are literally dried and Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
A girl appearing to be about 15
constant temperature be- 240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
years of age, while walking past the baked by a
old Palace about 4:30 o'clock yester- tween 70 and 80 degrees. 'American-Ms- ' 240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
is a very disrespectful name given 320 Page J. P. Docket, y4 Civil,
day afternoon suffered an attack of
on the a compound illness composed of dysCriminal, $4.00.
epilepsy and fell prostrate
Journal, $5.75.
sidewalk. Several girls who were with peptic and nervous conditions, and 480 Page
atmos- 180 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
her, placed her in a carriage end re- this overneated and impure
of
Money's Digest of New Mexico Removed her to her home. Her name phere is supposed to be one cause
it.
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
could not be learned.'
"The chance of marrying a hospital
sheet,
Gambling Table,
The accounts of County Treasurer is
greatly diminished by choosing for Application for License,
Celso Lopez for the past eight months a wife a woman with a
proportionate- .Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
have been examined and checked by
ly and properly developed physique.
General Blank,
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford
"All testimony goes to show that we
Bond lor Deed,
and have been found correct. The are
sheet.
physiologically not adapted to a
in
funds
the
sheet.
deposited
county public
flesh diet. The human '.iver is too Bond, General Form,
First National Bank were found to foe small and the human intestines too Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
In accordance wlth the amount shown
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
long for that kind of food. The Inner
on the books.
Official Bond, ',6 sheet.
coating of the intestines is also formsheet.
The poatoffice
today ed differently for the assimilation of Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
department
Certificate of election,
sheet.
gave official notice that the resigna- animal and vegetable foods."
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
tion of John K. Stauffer as registry
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
and money order clerk In the local
Letters of Administration,
sheet,
postoflice has been accepted and that BARGAINS IN ORCHAdministrator's Bond and Oath,
General Delivery Clerk Emily A. WalARDS AND RANCHES sheet.
ter has been promoted to the vacancy
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
with a substantial increase in salary.
sheet.
Substitute Clerk Vicente Alarld has Located in the Fruitful and Far Famed Declaration in Assumpsit,
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note,
been promoted to the vacancy created
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
sheet.
North of 8anta Fe.
by Miss Walter's promotion at a salary
of $500 a year.
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheer.
The following orchards and farm Assignment of Mortgage,
A. M. Dettlebach, manager of the
properties in the famed and fruitful Notice to Assessor by Frnhate Clerk,
local opera house has secured the
sheet.
Stock Company of Albuquer- Espanola Valley in southern Rilo ArNew Lmm,
sheet.
que as the attraction for Thursday and riba County In the Territory of
shpet,
The company be- Mexico, are for sale alt n bargain. Laaae of Personal Property,
Saturday nigbts.
sides carrying a full set of moving There are satisfactory reasons for sell Chattel Mortgage,
1s one of the finest Warrant to Appraisers, full shflet
pictures of the San Francisco disaster, ing. The section
shept
has an abundant supply of new andfruit nmJ agricultural, not only in New power of Attorney,
Thci Acknowledgment, 't sheet
stunts and other Mexico, but in the soulihwest.
specialties. Manager DeUleibach, has supply of water for irrigation purposes Mortgage Deed, " sheet.
made arrangements for a scries of Is ample and stalble at nil times. The Mortgage Deed without liifuirnncn
Clause,
sheet,
shows during the summer to bo an- climate is of the best. For part lculn-raddress R. C. Bonney, real estate and Options,
sheet.
nounced later.
New Mex Notice of Protest,
sheet
On the petition of A. B. McMillan, insurance agent, Espanola,
ico. The properties ere:
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Albuquerque attorney, who represents
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 a'bres in alfalfa,
sheet.
several of the claimants to t'ho Mesa
one acre bearing orchard ; small house, Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Priota land grant in Rio Arriba Counwell, baru and corral; all fenced and Quit Claim Peed,
sheot.
ty, Juklge McFie (this morning in
from post- Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
chambers appointed Jose Salazar y Or- under irrigation; one mile
office, two and a half miles ito railroad! need of Trust, full sheet.,
tiz, of Pluza Alcalde, custodian of the
Beiease of Deed of Trust,
price ?.:o iper acre.
sheet.
gran. The custodian is authorized station;
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200 Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
aud directed to lease unoccupied secsix
miles from Homestead Application,
sheet.
tions of the property to such persons Standard apple trees;
sheet.
Affldnvlt,
as may apply to him, at reasonable Espanola; good house, barn, corral
and
house; produced 2,900 Homestead Proof, full sheet
rates, and to collect pasturage for all boxespacking
of apples last yemr; irrigation n0. i Homestead,
sheet.
animals pasturing on the grant acfrom Rio Grande; price $2,000.
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
le,
cordingly. The receiver is also diNo. 3, Seven aero orchard and mar- Affidavit
Required of Claimant,
rected to prevent trespasses by either
mile ito town,
ket gardf-- tract,
sheet.
persons or animals on the grant and
school and church; Affidavit,
sheet.
02b,
to see that the property is not tres- railroad, postoflice,
good six room house, laving tele- - Township Plats',
sheet.
passed upon by unauthorized persons. phone; barn, corral, cellar and
pack Siieep Contract,
sheet.
Generally fair and warmer weather ing nouse; a nigiuy prontanie ousiness
sheet.
tonight and Tuesday is the forecast and a fine home; produces annually Agreement, for
License, Retail Liquor
Application
of the local weather man for Santa Fe $700 to $900 in vegetables alone;
price
sheet.
Dealers,
and vicinity. The temperature at 6 $2,250.
Application for License, Games an
o'clock this morning was 41 degrees.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520 Butcher's
sheet.
Bond,
The maximum temperature yesterday acres with
good fences and ImproveJustice of the Peace Blanks.
was 63 degrees at 5:20 p. m. The
ments, has excellent waiter, shelter, Appeal Bonds,
sheet
minimum was 43 degrees at 11:10 a.
land and conltrols several thou- Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
toy
sheet.
m. The mean for the day was 53 de- sand acres of fine
land.
goait grazing
sheet.
grees with a relative humidity of 53 No better proposition for a paying Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
per cent. The precipitation amounted sheep ranch in New Mexico.
'
sheet.
,
to .43 of an inch. The maximum temNo. 5. Twenty acres, having about Bond
for Appearance, District Court
perature Saturday was 66 degrees at ten acres of full bearing aptples of
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet
3:40 p. m. The minimum was 46 de- standard
rarldtles, peaches and plums,
to Keep the Peace,
sheet,
grees at 10:30 p. m. The mean for seven acres of good alfalfa and three Bond
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
the day was 56 degrees with a rela- acres
garden land, good Ave room Forcible
Entry and Detainer, Comtive humidity of 64 "per cent and pre- adobe house, well built and
finished,
sheet
plaint,
cipitation amounting to .01 of an inch. good barn; the whole place almost enForclblo Entry and Detainer, Sumr
surrounded
of
tirely
by a ihedge
sheet.
mons,
Profits will be forgotten, costs will
trees whteh serve as a protection
sheet.
Bond,
Replevin
not be considered at J. H. Blain's sale. from
the wind and add to tihe attrac- Execution Forcible
Entry anil rettiveness of the place; produced last
sheet.
ainer,
over
one
$1,200;
year
and
$2,250;
price
TO SAVE RACE
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
sheet.
BY HYGIENE No. 6. The "E9panola Garden," one Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
half milo east of Espanola at $2,250.
sheet
Author of Famous Book Says We Are This place
a full bearing apple or Warrant,
sheet
Commitment,
a Race of Invalids.
chard and market garden tract of sev Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
sheet.
Washington, .June 4. The "salva- barn, cellar, packing house, corral and Attachment Bond,
sheeit.
tion of the human race will be through wire fence and house for chickens. A Attachment Writ,
physical culture'."
beautiful and convenient home and a Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet
This is the epigrammatic way in place to make good money, besides
sheet.
Execution,
which Mrs. John B. Henderson put it apples this place has cherries,
pears,
sheet.
when talking about the interesting re plums, quinces and lairge beds of as- Summons,
sheet,
port that Mr. Wu Ting Fang, former paragus, sp'hiadh and rhubarb. The Subpoena
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
minister from China to the United vegetable products alone of this
place
sheet
States had been converted to vege- bring In annually $750 to $900. The Search Warrant
tarianism and reserved a box seat on not receipts last year In
Mining Blanks.
vegetables
sheet.
the
and fruit were over $500. Terms casb. Amended Location Notice,
by reading Mrs.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
work entitled "The AristocSpanish Blanks.
racy of Health."
We print all the latest and best
Auto do Arresto,
pllego,
Speaking of her book and the effects news The New Mexican.
Auto de Prison,
of it generally, Mrs. Henderson said:
pllego.
Doclaracion Jurada,
"I am gratified by tho complimenpliego.
Flanza Oflclal,
pllego.
tary manner In which the work has
Flanza Oflclal y Juramento
been spoken of. I would, however,
pliego,
like to correct a recent impression that
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
I am making war on alcohol. Of CONFORMING
pllego,
TO THE LAWS OF Contrato de Pa tido,
course I am opposing the use of alcohol
Escrltura de Renuncla,
sheet.
NEW MEXICO.
but only as I oppose all tho other elepllego,
The New Mexican Printing Company Documento Garantizado,
ments of food or drink which produce has the largest facilities and most Formula de Enumeraclon,
pllego.
a deterioration In the human race. 1 modern machinery for doing all kinds Contrato Entres los Directors y
an' confident that the race has deterio- of Printing and Binding In
s
pllegos.
rated by the departure from the best style. Manufacturers
Contrato de Combustible,
pllngo.
of Iioose-Ieaand scientific classes of foods; und Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 50.
ihat it' ii be elevated again it ought a specialty. Best Book Bindery in the Llbros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
to bo by a return to first principles.
Llbros de Reclbos, Supervisors de
Southwest.
'An Hi the book, it has received
Caminos, 25c.
Stock Blanks.
comment from many sources. Bill of
pllego.
Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Mr. Wu ling Fang was Interested in
pllego.
Recorded Brand,
sheet; in Books Documento de Hipoteca.
it at the time of its publication In
Documento Garantizado, extensa for25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
1904, and he has sent several copies to Bill of
ma entera.
Sale, Animals not Bearing VenChina which are to be translated into
Certificado de Matrimonii), lOo.
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
tho Chinese language. There was also Bill of
sheet.
sheet
Sale, Range Delivery,
a large interest in the work in Eursheet
Drive id Handle Proof of Labor,
to
Gather,
Authority
I
have a large number of corope.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet
Recorded
Owner's
Animals
Bearing
respondents on the r subject but of
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
sheet.
Brand,
cou'e 1 do not care to make public
sheet.
to Gather, Drive and Handle Title Bond to Mining Property,
either the correspondence or the Authority
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re- Title Bond and Lease of Mining Propnames of the writers. I am confident,
sheet
erty,
sheet.
corded Brand,
however, that 'The Aristocracy of Certificate of
sbeet
Deed,
Mining
sheet.
Brand,
Htulth' hus done a large amount of
sheet.
Special Ruling Work our Specialty. Mining Lease,
good."
sheet
Our Blank Books speak for them Coal Declaratory statement,
Hen; are some of the striking pasCoal Declaratory Statement with Powe
selves.
s
from
Mrs.
Henderson book:
sages
Affidaof Attorney and
School Blanks.
"The human race is 111. The human
'
sheet
vit,
sheet.
of
School
Oath
Director,
race is anaemic; and the world, a parNotice of
sheet
adise converted by man into a hospital, Certificate of Apportionment of School
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
sheet.
Funds,
is seen and Judged through the eyes of
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
the Invalid. '
Prices.
sheet.
"And let us also observe that in the
On
or
$ .05
sheets, each
sheet.
devitization and decadence of the peo- Enumeration Form,
10
Full sheet, each.
sheet.
ples of the east and later of Greece Teacher's Certificate,
.25
sheets, per dozen
sheet.
and Rome, they did not know in their Certificate of Appointment,
.35
sheet.
sheets, per dozen
wildest revels anything stronger than Contract for School Teacher,
.65
dozen
Full
full
sheet.
per
sheets,
Term
Teachers'
Register,
wine. It has remained for later gen1.76
sheets, per hundred
sheet.
erations to add to the list of human Contract for Fuel,
2.50
sheets, per hundred
sheet.
destroyers spirituous liquors, opium, Teachers' Monthly Report,
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
Miscellaneous.
tobacco, tea, coffee and a host of other
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 100 assorted blanks take the per
favorite poisons.
100 price.
19D3; English and Spanish; pamph"Could our beloved country estab-- i
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
lish an aristocracy of health, it could let, $2.25; full leather, $3.00.
claim royal Insignia worthy the Im- Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather, business card will be printed under ill
$1.00-ing without extra cost
paper bound, 75c.
mortal gods.
Size of Blank.
"Man is the only animal that loses Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
sheet, 7x8 Inches.
half his progeny in early youth; inpamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.60.
sheet, 8xl4 inches.
deed, nature's avenger of physical sins Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket,
Bingle, $1.25; . two or more hooks, Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
destroys a third of the human race bePromissory Notes, 263 per pad.
$1 each.
fore the anniversary of its first birth''Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
day, and the average human life is but Notary Record, $1.25 each.
thirty-thre- e
jrears of more or Icbs Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75 each.
delivered. Desk, $3,25, delivered to Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
physical imperfection. Is It not a sad
'.
Missouri Code Pleading, $8.
nearest express office.
contemplation?
The two for $10.
"If one man can live ISO years un- New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, ;
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $8.50 a
der favorable hygienic conditions, the
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
sheet.
volume; 8 to 11, Inclusive, delivered Probate Clerk and Recorder,
physiological law Is established that
hand-mad-

e

hand-mad-

e

OUR LEADER

We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
forwarded on or about the 15th Inst, and we expect to place them on sale
this present week. If you are in the market for a wagon, buy the beat
the "Old Hickory" at less price tha n you can buy any other standard
make. Investigate for yourself.

To Our Furniture

Department
we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting'' of Carbonettea,

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own iudge.

of Ullman & Co.,

Window Shades and Fixtures
Lawn Furniture

catchy-vaudevill-

iind oilier new lines. It will pay you
fo visit this department.

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer

-

OLD

SOUS

OFTEN LEAD
TO CANCER

Vhenever a sore or ulcer does not Leal and shows signs of becoming
chronic, it should arouse suspicion, because many of these places lead to
Cancer.
It may appear as an ordinary sore at first, and is given
treatment as such, with some simple salve, wash or plaster, with the hope
that the place will heal, but the real seat of the trouble is in the blood and
cannot be reached by external remedies, and soon the sore will return. After
awmie the deadly poison begins to eat
Into the surrounding flesh and the
I Wil iiiffarl na r rafctlv from anAr.
on my left
which had!
ulcer spreads rapidly, becoming more out uloar
io en, ana at timet wouia
offensive and alarming until at last
offonaiva mattar. I
vrv
wan hereditary a an
the sufferer finds he is afflicted with knew tha trouble
aisier, my motner ana two or ner
Cancer. Caucerou9 ulcers often start oniy
istere died of Oanoer. I am fully eat-- j
I would have rone the aameway
from a boil, wart, mole or pimple, iafli-one lor a. a. a., wnion ourea me.
which has been bruised or roughly
MRS. J. OA8SELL
Belton, Mo.
handled, showing that the taint is in
the bipod, perhaps inherited. Another cause for
ulcera and
sores is the remains of some constitutional disease or the effects of a long
spell of sickness. S. S. S. goes down to the
very root of the trouble and cures so thoroughly that there is never any sign of the trouble
in after years. As soon as the system gets
under the influence of S. S. S. the place begins
PURELY VEGETABLE to improve, the discharge gradually grows less,
the inaammation leaves, the flesh resumes
its healthy color, and soon the sore is well, because every vestige of the cause
has been removed from the blood. Book on sores and ulcers and medical advice without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

bret,

Dtig-u-
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COAL WOOD
L'aton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Good Commercial Haton Nut

$5.50

'..

5.00.

Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, prate
and CoTd Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.
Screened

CAPITAL COAL

ITAIRID.

OFPf 'E; Ourfleld Ave., Near A., T. A S. F. Depot . 'Phone No.

S!i.

CHARLES W. DUDROW
KIN080BUUUjO

MATSBIAX

Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Star
CERR1LLOS
Delivered to Any '
and HAGAN
Part of the City
TRANSFER tad STORAGE: We Haul gTeffytkiai Morafclt

COAL

Phone 35 Santa Fe.

Branch

Office

aad Yards at Cerrillo, X.

WTi

--

Let Us Fit You Out.
with a jointed rod of Japanese or CaBamboo, plain or cedar inlaid;
one of the finest Laneewood; one of
highly polished ash or varnished maple
or, still different, a full nlckelled jointed steel rod. These vary in length from
8 to 20 feet.
Keels, Hues of every
kind, endless assortment of flies, fish
baskets, minnow palls, seines, nets,
trolling hooks, floats, sinkers and hooka
of all sizes, tackle boxes and fish
spears. Come in and look us over.
lcutta

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

We make a specialty of

box-elde-

1

liitf

Send for Catalogue.
PR
510 South Broadway
UniiIAUn?,
nUfflLAHUa UU.

Attention.

i.osangeles.caxif.

LEO

SClf . . .
FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

--

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL

one-foal- f

lee Cream at home whenever you want
It. It's nice to serve to your friends at
lUppVinu, nr nlhr--r oortnl fnnrttons.

M.

water-mobil-

e

and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL

DEALERS IN

SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

LEGAL BLANKS!

0t

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL'

Orst-clas-

f

'

TOGETHER

mneh the largest

aset

we hflve in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for,

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.
satisfaction

to buy fti a

store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

C

SPITZ

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Non-Miner-

IHif Rcniiioii Typewriferlaslslciigest, 3o docs the
OMickoff.Seomons

&

Benedicr,327 Proadwqy.

Rcmingl6nij
Vbrk..
New

New Mexican Printing Company, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.

Right-of-Wa-

(Daily

Wants a Beautiful Foot. Everv Woman can have
this desire gratified if she will wear MARIE SHAFER
Shoes, the famous shoe for women, they fit when
others fail. $2.50, $3.00, $3.50. Sole Agents Here.

;

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY

............

Every Woman

.

. .

JACOB WELTMER .

.

This Week Only,

Special Sale
Silk Waist Patterns,'Fancy and Plain Mohairs in All
Colors and Designs, Very Latest Styles,
50c. Yard : Regular Price 75c.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

SANTA

SIX.

PAGE

NEAV

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1903'.

MEXICAN, SANTA EE. N.M.

Bad third Tuesday
Ttnlngi at 8
O'clock, Canle Kail temporarily with
Odd Fellows, Ban Francisco ! street.

of about 23 per cent. This grade quick- bond for the purchase price of 5O,OO0
ly ran down and in 1884 the copper was Immediately given and Hoatson
'.enor of the ores mined was about 12 returned to Calumet to raise money
'
per cent. It was some years before to? development. Ho approached his
and1
was
It
associates
and
became
evident,
superiors in the local
tulphldes
then supposed 'to bo Impracticable to management of the Calumet & Hocla
'smelt these ores in that region, owing! who at first decided on carrying the
!o local costs an conditions. So the enterprise, but soon after remained
panies operating there); It is reduc- future of (he district looked blnck. But outside. So it was left for Hoatson
tion capacity.
Dr. Douglas, as frequently both before to shoulder the burden. Scores of
The Bisbee camp, cr the Warren and since, wan a mainstay for the former mine laborers In Calumet and
district, as it is called in deference camp. Ho made investigations and in vicinity are today amply supported by
to its best known discoverer, is to all 1892
inaugurated the smelting of ores dividends from the Irish Mag shaft,
intents and purposes a new field, It and bessemerlzlng of matte much as and owe their competence to tho fact
one
1877
in
to
was found,
be sure,
by
at present practised In the district, that they believed In "Cap'n Jim" HoatHugh Jones, whose very history is and modeled somewhat after methods son, and were willing to stake their
lost. In oblivion. Relocated the follow- then
small surplus in an exploration that h
adopted at Butte.
ing year by George Warren, he found
For many years the Copper Queen was pushing and was struggling to
his claim
only to lose by betting
Consolidated, by the original amalga- maintain. John Graham, whose very
against a faster runner, a polny, in a mation of
name is unknown to 1)0 out of every
Queen and Atlanta claims
race held on some fiesta. Warren
and the subsequent absorption of 100 C. & A. shareholders, is now livthought he could beat the broncho, others as outlined above, worked ing In affluence as the direct result of
and probably could have done so if his
tho copper specimens he took from
very quetly.- - Though making a
associates had not so filled him with along outturn
to his friend Hoatson, at CaluBisbeo
Imof
Its
relative
copper
red liquor that he was unable to keep largo
was not generally recognized. met.
portance
uncivthe
tho
foot
his
at
turn, which
Reasons for this are easy to find. The
ilized broncho was easily able to do.
was In no sense a public concomp.my
In 1880 Martin, Ballard and Rellley be
cern. Us stock was not listed on any
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
gan work In what was afterward call exchange, nor were its
earnings ex
ed the Queen ore body, which was a

Mines and Mining.

A Sure Cure

for Rheumat'nm,
Sprains, Woundt,

Bisbee.
The alining and Engineering Journal
of this week gives an Interesting description ot the camp of Bisbee In
Is
Arizona, from which tho following
taken:
The nisboe ore bodies are Irregular
replacements In limestone. These oxidized deposits are inclosed by material grading from soft, limonitlc clays,
limestone,
leached and
into hard lime. Deposits are frequentonneoled by ore stringers, which,
ly
if followed, lead from ono rich pocket
10 another.
In size they vary greatly;
one continuous ore body more than
3,000 feet long, widening and narrowing from place to place, has been developed In the Hoi brook ground of the
Copper Queen mine. The greater part
of Calumet & Arizona product since
the beginning has come from one connected ore body. In height these
do not frequently exceed 125
to l,"0 feet. Unoxidlzed sulphide ores
s
may exhibit a change either to
or to metamorphosed limestones
impregnated with pyrile. There has
been profound transportation and enrichment of original ores, both in the
oxldo and sulphide deposits, and so
far ns development has proceeded the
exploration of original sulphides resulting from primary mineralization,
has scarcely begun.
The oldest rocks In he district are
nehiesls, overlaid by qnartziies, find it
is upon these that the limestones rest.
These la Iter range from the Cambrian
to upper Carboniferous,
and above
them are conglomerates,
sandstones
and shales, later limestones, then still
more sandstones and other sedimentary rocks. Faulting, distortion, settlement and elevations, were followed by
enormous intrusions of granite porThese latter were responsible
phyry.
in great measure for the mineralization, which has been very extensive
and Important. A great mass of red
called Sacramento hill, rises
'', porphyry,the older rocks on the
north
through
side of the camp's mineralized area,
and it was probably from this that
there came the mineral solutions which
ate their way through the bedded limestones and placed copper ores throughout their strata. But while the porI! phyry intrusion of 9acrameato hill itself had so much to do with mineralization, there are series of great faults,
in many cases, radiating from it, or
cutting at right angles to the main
dividend fault, which extends in both
directions from Sacramento hill, that
have carried the solution to considerable distances and have assisted in
the general ore deposition in no small
degree. It is only necessary to mention In this connection the magnificent mineralization of the Shattuck
mine, on the seventh level. This ore
body is opened on both sides the Czar
fault, at a point on that fault one mile
from its junction with the Dividend
fault, and more than a mile from the
nearest point of Sacramento hill. But,
far distant as It Is, for the amount of
work done, the Shattuck shows as
much ore as any mine in the camp.
Its ore deposits lie on both sides the
fault.
Some are on the northwest
side, like the original Queen open cut,
southeast
others on the

Cut,

Old

Sore. Corns, Bunion.
Galls, BruUet, Contracted Muselai, Lam Back, Stiff Joint,
Fretted Feet, Burnt, Scalds, etc.
AN ANTISEPTIC that top Irritation, tubdue Inflammation, and drives out Pain.
PENETRATES the Pores, looten the Fibrou Tissue,
promote a free circulation of the Blood, giving the Muscle
natural elasticity.

water-altere-

BEST LINIMENT ON EARTH
ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED

RHEUMATISM

SCIATIC

CURED

Mrs. E. A. Simpson, 500 Craig St., Knoxvilte,
Tenn . , writes :
have been trying the baths of

"I for sciatic

Eot Springs, Ark.,
rheumatism, but I
get more relief from Ballard's Snow Liniment
than sny medicine or anything I have ever tried.
Inclosed find postoffice order for (1.00. Bend tat
large bottle by Southern Express."

--

THREE SIZES: 25c, 50c AND $1.00
Bl SURE YOU GET THE OEISUIN8

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, U. 3. A.

OLD AND RECOMMENDED

BY

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

EL PASO ROUTE

d

i
K

I

tf
This handsome solid veatibulod train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate point. Direct
connections made for all points North, Kas fcid Southeast.
K
X

TAKE
THE.

NEW

TRAIN

Leaves El Paso

FAST

EXPRESS.

NIGHT

TRAIN.

Mountain Tlnio

6:50 p. m.

For schedules, rates and other information, call
R. W. CUETIS,
Southwestern Pasvngcr Agent,
. .

et. paso,

nn or

addros,

m.

'""TZZ

W

PAUL A. P. WALTBR, C. 0.
J. S. OANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R, H. BOWLER. Master of Finance.
8. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. 0. B.,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.'
Visiting brothers are Invited and welNORMAN L. KINO, 1. R.
come.
A. J. FI9CHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.

Santa Fa Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
Drat and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m,, Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street. Visiting Praters welcome.
R. L. BAiC,! fraternal Master.
.DAVID GONZALHS. Secy.
UAGQIS G. MONTOTA. Treat.

MASONIC.

WAHTS

Montezuma Lodge, No
1, A. P. & A. M.

Regit

lar communication firs'
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30

cMed

im

cordial and

WANTED 25 salesladies and salesmen. Call at once. J. H. Blain, San
Francisco and Galastico Streets.

p. in.

H. F. STEPHENS, W.
ALAN R, McCORD, Cecy.

M,

WANTED At once, rags, rags, cotSanla Fe Chapter, No,
ton
rags at. the New Mexican office.
M.
A.
It.
1,
Regular
convocation 2nd Mon- Cash paid for rags.
day of each month at
WANTED Good, capable cook for
Masonic Hall at 7:30
camp; fair wages. Address R,
mining
p. m,
this office.
S SPITZ H P.

0ti

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

Secy.- -'

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
.Machinery complete, including boilSanta Fe Commandery No
1, K. T. Regular conclave er and engine for 30 barrel roller flout
fourth Monday in each mill., Address, Martin Lohman, Laa
month at Masonic Hall at Crncos, .New Mexico.
W. E. GRIFFIN. E. C.
:30 p. m.
HOUSES TO RENT.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1. furnished or unfurnished, good loca14 th
degree, Ancient and Accepted tions. Call on tho reliable firm, Hughes
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets & Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.
on tho third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
FOR RENT No. 106 College St., 6
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
rooms, hardwood flooring, electric
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are light, water connection ; $10 per month.
cordially invited to attend.
R. C. Gortner, Secretary.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASI.EY, 32.
Venerable Master
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
One of the best fruit ranches in
northern Santa Fe County, about twenI. 0. O. F.
ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Santa Pe,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. P., Mas. Frost, Box No. C.-meets every Thursday evening in Odd New Mexico.
Fellows' Hall, San FrauMsco street
This is rather a sure rule; If a man
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
has accumulated money he ia smart.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
scheme to . limit
The President's
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
does not strike many
0 us altogether favorably. It's a
Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of sonail matter about which we are a
Regular meeting every first tie bit sensitive.

t5

great-fortun-

j
j

down-throw-

15.

x Traveling Passenger

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT
at

i

lolted throngh the nress. it was disTom
other mine., off railway
reached only over tho mountains
lines,
from which this ore was taken still
wagon rond, and, later, by Its own
remains across the gulch from the by
Gihi-- t
rnllurov rfjAitsthlnir ilia C Mi.Hh Ertn
present town of Bisbee in plain view
from the porch of the Copper Queen
hotel.
Martin and Ballard worked
notoriot
ft WM work,
only a part of the ere In sight, tho r oul ,ls
, Ug Qwn
d
Qm M
hearts grew faint, and they sold to
notm
more tnan t0 n(! lot
the Copper Queen Mining Company. de(jw
This conipanv ran down an Incline aon(l
,nere appeared at the
I!,lt 1,1
and also grew discouraged, and had it
of Calumet a
mllllK "ma
coPr
not been for a direct disobedience of
orders on tho part of ft foreman who 00,r,ain Jolm Orohnm, an old Butte
minor, wilh beautiful malachite and
mio-oa
tn uncmmui
,
have ceased work at that time. Fol aznrile specimens from Bisbee, Ail-which he 'wished to sell.
He
zona,
the
the
Prince
lowing
Queen
Company
started work on Its Atlanta claim. This In1 b?en a fellow mlncr iu B,,,,te wi,h
toy southwest of and joining the Czar, Cnptain James Hoatson, of the Cain
and was the claim in which Dr. James met & llecla, and sought out his old
friend. Hoatson was much Interested
Douglas of New York was originally
In the beautiful copper rocks, and was
Interested.
told that "there was just as good as
The two companies joined issues the
Queen nt Blsbebe." vSo Hoatson
when flie Atlanta looked unfavorable. went to
Bisbee. He found a group of
The Silver Bear claim, lying toward claims
to Martin Costello,
belonging
&
the present Pittsburg
Duluth, was a salcon keeper at Tombstone, which
then opened by another company, had
just passed through tho United
which became discouraged and sold
States courts, and whose title had
to the combination of Atlanta and Copbeen confirmed to Costello. They lookper Queen, which had been made un- ed good to Hoatson, whose 2C years
der the name of Copper Queen Conand superintendexperience in
solidated Mining Company. The Hayes ence at BuMo mining
had shown him many
Holbrook Companies opened
and
things, not' the least of which was
claims of those names, lying close tothat surface copper showings in a copabout
of
and
south
feet
1,000
gether,
per camp actually proved of value,
tho Czar. They became disheartened were not. so
important as many reafter spending large sums, the Holthem. Hoatson was permitted
garded
brook especially, having put a fortune to
inspect the underground workings
Into its work. The Copper Queen Con. of tho
Holbrook mine, situated about
solldaled swallowed them also. The 2,000 feet from the side lines of the
same was true of the Neptune claim, Irish Mag, which was the nearest of
and still later, of the Lowell. Every
the Costello claims. There were at
one of these claims was either abanthat time no adjacent workings; the
doned or was on the very point of
Copper Queen was beginning to sink
abandonment, by its original operators, what has become its
Spray shaft, (150
but has since proved a rich and val- feet from the
line, but was stir
Mag
furmine.
uable
Development carriad
a windlass and bucket, and was
ther showed oil of them to contain using
in hard limestone. Hoatson and Cosrich deposits of high grade ores. This tello
quickly came to terms, the formIs no slight fact in the consideration
er willing to take a bond for a cont)f the Bisbee district.
siderable sum, for he was used to
In IKSt the Copper Queen Company large figures; the latter glad to dispose
erected two
water jacket fur- of his properly to one who met him
naces to smelt Its rich oxides, and ran on tho basis of the worth he felt that
through them ores of an average tenor his property deserved. A long time

..I ' : : r'

Visiting Knights given

fraternal welcome.

i'. TfiUNi.s,

block.

Uen. Paasenger igent,
Dallas, Tens.

Agent,

El Paso, Teias.

:ixxsxx

ss i
--

During the last few years there has
been a marked change in opinion as
to the extent, of the Bisbee copper
bearing area, both as to its lateral and

horizontal confines. It was supposed,
for example, .that, the depth of the
rocks was not more than,
500 feet; and up to a few years
sj',
aso tho Spray shaft of the Copper
Queen Consolidated Company was to
tho oast of and outside the proved
area. This was the case when the
Calumet &. Arizona Company started
lis Irish Mag shaft, 650 feet, to the
southeast of the Spray. Today both
these shafts are known to be far toward the north part of the proved
area, and if work now under way, and
looking encouraging, proves up, there
will be three times as much mineralized distance cast and south of these
shafts as north and west of them.
When the United States geological survey published Mr. Frederick L.
report on the geology of .the
BUhce District, in 1901, he likened tho
Bisbee mineralized area to a broken
half saucer laid against a wall. The
report, as usual delayed In publication, had scarcely been printed before
this illustration was seen to bo insufficient.
It was not a
but a long trough, whose northwestern
end curved up to surface above the
town, and whose eastern and southern
limit was unknown, but apparently
pitched
southeasterly. Mr. Ransome
had pointed out the possibility of such
a change in conditions on page 161 ot
his report. The southeastern end of
this trough is still unknown. Explo
rations have carried $t far beyond any
wild dreams of earlier days, and today
It is known that mineralized and prom'
ising ground reaches at least four
miles southeast from the original
Gloryhole where the Copper Queen's
work began, and three miles beyond
the Mag shaft of the Calumet & Arizona, which was generally regarded,
five years ago, as a wild arid chimerical experiment,
It Is difficult therefore, to fortell
the future of the Bisbee camp. That
it Is to be one of .the very foremost
copper sections of the United States
is easy to say; It is that much today.
Five years ago the camp produced
about 38,000,000 pounds of copper during the year, and from a grade of ore
far higher in copper tenor than Is now
smelted. This difference In the copper contents of the ore produced Is
not due to a reduction in grades. In the
mines, but to the advanced price of
copper, which permits the production
of leaner ores at as large a profit as
was formerly made with those of better percentage.
Today the camp is
making copper at the rate of 150,000,-00pounds per annum, and It need occasion no astonishment If It somewhat
exceeds that total for this1 calendar
year. Smelter enlargements are now
under way that should Increase the
production during 1907 at least 2,500.- AAA.
Tl
Kn,M nunAM
"
vins yei
imirui auuve
yiemHui. vuujui. il.
Is no question of supply of ores at
Bisbee (that does not trouble the com
copper--

bearing

Our Rates are Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

FN diet. Mini Sirii
Pnpii
iiu

Ran-some'- s

n

in

half-sauce-

CHICAGO.

ONE FARE

$31.50

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st,

ST.

LOUIS,
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19,00

Proportionately
Low Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Points.

Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis
ELEGANT DINING CARS
Meals

a

la Carte,

Cars Equipped With
ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS
All

0

For Further Information call on or address

.

H.

B. KOOSER, O. W.
1700

F.

& P. A.

J. H. GI&ET, Jr., T.F.

Stout Street, Denver,

Colo.

A.

mlt.

And over, Schlitz beer has been famous
because of its purity. When it was brewed
in a hut it was brewed by a master, aiming at new ideals. Now our output exceeds
a million barrels annually.
Our agencies
dot the whole earth.' Yet we still double
the necessary cost of our brewing, to make
certain

that the product

Common
Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

i

pure.

beer, usually, costs you JUSt as
'

",

'

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

much

as

Schlitz.

Phone 33
H. B. Cartwright & Bro.
San Francisco St., Santa Fe

The Beer
Y
That Msm Milwaukee Famous.
.

Santo Fe, N. M May 24, 1906.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the board of New Mexico penitentiary
vuuiiuiBBiuum o at lue uiliuu ui (.lit) superintendent, until 10 o'clock a. m.,
on Tuesday, June B, 1906, for furnishing and delivering at the New
Mexico penitentiary The supplies hereinafter mentioned, or so much thereof as the board may deem sufficient.
Payment for said supplies will be
made In cash. Delivery of all supplies
except perishable articles must be as
directed by the superintendent.
Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
these should be labeled, showing name
of bidder, price, etc, and must be delivered to the superintendent not later than 9 o'clock on said day.
All bids must be made strictly In accordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by
the superintendent on application; no
- bid otherwise
made will be entertained. A bond will be required from all
successful bidders for the faithful fulfillment of contracts within ten days
after date of award.
50,000 lb3. fresh beef, prime, quality,!
neck.? and shanks excluded.
"
"i'O.OOO lbs. flour.
10,000 lbs. potatoes.
4,MQ lbs. pinto beans.
"1,200 lbs. navy beans.
7,000 lbs. granulated sugar.
3,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
1,000 lbs. corn meal.
30 cases roasted coffee.
75 lbs. black pepper.
25 lbs. red pepper.
20 bbls. salt.
40 cases soan. laundry.
j 2 bbls. vinegar.
100 lbs. red chile, ground.

QmE T
Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

.

tion of tho Main line of the Santa

N. M.,

Ftitoe Raifcoad Metropolis

Located on Belen

M

it tho junc-

System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Lob Angeles, El. Paso and
Old Mexico.

-

.

1,000 business and residence lots, sizo 35x140 feet, laid
out with broad 80 and

fO-fo- ot

streets, with alleys

feet

SO

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000 j church- es

Commercial

Club; a population of 1,500 people;

sev- -

ral large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent Boil
er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three totals, rcstanrants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for

Tti

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

00

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH,
The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well graded (many of them improved by cultivation)
Wo need a first

gravel.

cm

;

no sand or

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

house, jeweler, plumbing shoj , planing mill, coal and wood

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc, also a first class,
modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are

title perfect; warranty
cash.

and terms on easy payments;

low

deed3.

One-tlur-

purchase money,

d

may remain on note, with mortgage

Two-thir-

se-

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest therein.
Apply at onco for ro&p and prices, if tt.u .inih to awm

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

FAST

Santa Fe R'y

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL

BELEN TOWflSITE

wine, beans and hay in Central New
importance as a great commercial railroad

wool, flour, wheat,

Meiico.

ALL

.
The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Fe"

of New Mexico.

of

Cut-of- f

the choicest lota,

WIS. M. BERGillt, Heoretarj.

to

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

6 cases Cal. fruits, assorted.
1,500 lbs. hominy.

"5 bbls. syrup.
1,000 lbs. oatflahes.
600 lbs. rice.
250 lbs. dried currants.
fi00 lbs. prunes.
70 lbs. tea, 10 lb. boxes.
6 cases tomatoes, 3 lb. Las Crueos.
18 pint bodies vanilla extract.
18 pint bottles lemon extract.
2,000 lbs. lard compound, 50 lb. cans
1 case salmon.
2f0 lbs. raisins.
2,400 lbs. bologna sausage.
1,000 lbs, butterlne.
500 lbs. macaroni.
1J!0 lb, cheese.
100 pkgs. jello.
100 lbs. powdered sugar.
..00 lbs. table salt.
200 lbs. breakfast bacon.
100 lbs. lima beans.
25 lbs. bar chocolate.
25 lbs. shredded cocoanut.
3 cases crackers, city sodas, 4 doz.
1 case cream of wheat.
1 ease tapioca l's.
1 case catsup.
GO lbs. ginger, fi's.
"100 lbs. mustard.
2 cases Greenwich lye, l's,
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
2 boxes candles, C's.
5 cases matches.
'
?1 gross house brooms.
,
t doz. stable brooms.
500 lbs. dried pens.
500
lbs. nuke's smoking tobacco,

saw files,
6 three-squar- e
6 thfeesquaro saw files,
wood files; 14-l6 double-cu- t
6 doz. shovel handles, long.
;)

.

doz. slodge hammer handles.

pick handles.
horse shoeing hammer,
1 carpenter's hammer,
1 hatchet,
Wade.
1 doz. horse brushes,
fi hack saw blades,
100 ft.
ln. garden hose.
C hose menders,
ln.
ln.
12 hose clamps,
In.
6 steam hose clamps,
in.
12 steam hose couplings,
"50 ft.
in. steam hose.
25 lbs. horse shoe nails-- No. 9.
25 lbs. horse shoe nails, No, 8.
25 lbs. horse shoo nails, No. 0.
I keg No. 6 horse shoes.
I keg No. 3 horse shoes,
2 kegs No. 5 horso shoes.
2 kegs No4 horse shoes.
1 keg No. 2 horse shoes.
1 keg No. 1 horse shoes,
2 kegs No. 6 mule shoes.
2 kegs No. 5 mule shoes.
2 kegs No. 4 mule shops.
50 ft, Norway iron,
50 ft. Norway Iron,
25 ft. Norway Iron,
50 ft. Norway iron,
25 ft. Norway Iron,
25 ft. Norway iron,
50 fl. Norway iron,
Bin'.
25 ft. Norway Iron,
3
ozs.
60 ft. flat iron,
I I.
"40 butts chewing tobacco.
25 ft. flat Iron,
"' 3 gross Japanned shoo buckles,
50 ft, flat Iron,
4 bottles burnish blacking (Lynn's).
25 ft.
2 bundles gal. iron, No. 27, SOxOG.
1,000 eyelet hooks.
5,000 eyelets (J. & N., large).
2 gross knives and 2 gross forks,
1 doz. hafts, sewing, common.
(steel), handle and blade one solid
1 doz. hafts, leather top peg.
piece. .
18 lbs.
wire clinching nails.
1 lawn mower, hand,
large size.
13 lbs.
wire clinching nails.
6 carpenter's mallets, length
15 lbs.
iron heel nails.
20 lb., blank nuts,
9 lbs.
iron heel nails.
20 Um. blank mils,
25 lbs.
iron heel nails.
15 lbs. blank nuts,
2 boxes Singer machino needles No. 1
nozzle,
No. 5.
100 ft, pick steel
1 box No. 2 Singer machino needles,
1 pipe vice, combination,
in.
No.
1 plumber's gasoline stove.
5 doz. sewing machino oil.
1 pair pliers, combination wire cutting.
1 oil stone, 1 side round, medium.
2 doz. picks, R. II.
1 pair No. 5 pinchers (Tlmmon's).
1 set corrugated
planes, carpenter's.
1 quire sandpaper, No. 2.
1 doz.
carpenter's pencils.
3 shank lasters (Keystone).
In.
40 ft. wrought iron pipe,
10 lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
40 ft. wrought Iron pipe,
8 lbs. No. 2 lasting tacks.
60 ft, wrought Iron pipe,
2 boxes Meyer's shoo thread.
60 ft. wrought Iron plpo, 1
40 sides heavy wax kip.
40 ft, wrought, Iron pipe,
k,9 sides light wax kip.
60 ft. wrought Iron pipe, 2
4 sides
1
No.
harness
oakwood
heavy
1 doz. horse shoe rasps,
leather.
6
wood rasps, l
1
600 lbs. (by the side) heavy No.
C quarter-rounflies,
oakwood sole leather.
4 brass bound rules,
20 doz. spools No. 24 black thread.
1 wagon withoutbe,l,
tire,
20 doz. spools No. 30 black thread.
1800 fl. rope,
20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
200 ft. rope,'
20 doz. spools No. 30 white thread.
30 lbs. solder,
tinner's.-- ;
3 doz. spools No. 8 white thread.
25 gross wood screws, No. 11, 1
3 doz. spools No. 8 black thread.
1 gross Wood screws, No. 8,
' '
1 pkg. No. 7 Domestic
sewing machine 1 gross wood screws, No. fl,
needles
1 gross wood screws, No.
5 pkgs. Sharp's hand needles, I to 5.
1 gross wood screws, No. 8,
5 pkgs. Sharp's hand needles, No. 4.
1 gross wood screws, No. 10,
100 yds. cloth, prisoner's uniform, 1 gross wood .screws, No. 18, 2
dark lbne woolen, 54 in. wide.
6 bricklayer's trowels, (Rose).
"500 yds. cloth, blue gray, woolen, 54 2 boxes tin XXX pinto, 20x28.
in. wide.
4 tackle blocks, double,
rope,
10O yds. denim, amoskrog
preferred. 2 tackle blocks, single,
rope.
200 yds. drilling.
3 doz. table spoons, heavy.
.
50O yds. canton flannel.
6 wagon tongues.'
1,250 yds. shirting, Hamilton stripes. C neck yokes.
500 yarda toweling.
1 singletree.
50 yds. red flannel.
6 front hounds.
100 yds. sheeting.
6 hind hounds.
f?no yds. lining.
1 wagon ..tire shrlnker.
5 gross cotton socks.
12 wagon skeins, steel, 3
right
12 gross pants buttons, large.
12 wagon skeins, steel, 3
left,
12 gross paints buttons, small.
2 doz. 'shoved long handles,
t 9 gross coat buttons.
1 doz. shovels, short handles.
20 gross shirt buttons.
coal shovels.
6 gross drawers buttons.
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers, 1
30 lbs. bolts, carriage,
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers,
20 lbs. bolts, carrlaee.
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers,
15 lb
holts, carriage,
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers,
10 lbs. bolts, tire,
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers,
10 lbs. borax.
1 Stlllson wrench, open,
10 lbs. brass polish.
1 Bemis & Call wrench, common,
6 brass steam cocks,
1 Bemis & Call wrench, common,
6 brass steam cocks,
in.
1 Bax'er adjustable
"S" wrench,
1 pair calipers, 6nin.
1 Coe'a wrench,
1 closet bowl with seat attachment.
1 Coe's wrench,
1 doz. curry combs.
1 alligator wrench, No. 4.
2 sets collar pads, 24's.
1,000 lbs. white lead.
7 sets collar pads, 23's.
10O gals, pure linseed oil.
60 ft
in. drill steel.
1 bbl. aspheltum
.
paint.
100 ft.
ln. drill steel.
15 gals, turpentine.
100 ft lln, drill steel.
3 gate. Japan dryer.
4 drills,
,
bit.
3 books gold leaf,
shank, and
4 drills,
1 lb. gilt bronze.
bit.
shank, ana
3 drills,
,
2 quires sandpaper, No. 0.
shank, and M bit.
6 flat smooth files,
50 lbs. oxldo zinc, dry.
6 smooth flies, 84n.
1 paint strainer.
12 bastard flat flies, lC lo.
1 kalsomlne strainer.
fl
2 lbs. Marseilles green, dry,
files,
10 lbs. Marseilles green. In oil.
files,
6
round files, .
3 polo brushes, best.
d
6
1 glass cutter.
files,
12
saw flies,
150 lbs. Spanish whiting.
I doz.

1

12-i-

'

j

--

3

.

8

C-2-

(1

16-l-

hall-roun-

d

t.

7,'3-4-in- .'

,

10-l15-l-

12-t-

'

16-J-

half-roun- d

10-l-

half-roun- d

14-l-

ifl-ta-

three-cornere-

three-squar-

12-I-

e

15 lbs. glue.
15 lbs. plaster parts.
2 kalsomlno brushes, best.
2 lbs. lamp black, dry.
10 lbs. chrome yellow.
5 lbs. Prussian blue, blue dry

rolls mustard plaster.
County well to the fore as one of
gal. alcohol,
the richest counties In the Territory.
1 doz.
bandages.
Because the bartender in Pete
1 doz.
bandages.
saloon at Tucson was not as
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TOR PA NCR GATEWAY.
1 doz.
bandages,
speedy In complying with tho demand
1
doz.
powder,
bandages.
to bold up ids hands ns two masked
FA3T PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE. STEAMSHIP
10 lbs. Venetian red, dry powder.
1 gal. euthymol.
robbers thought he should be Friday
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
2 lbs. Amer. Vermillion red, dry powder.
8 ozs. quinine sulph.
In
Are
the
hitter opened
afternoon,
2 gals, hard oil.
1 gal, witch hazel.
the barroom. The (lie was returned
20 gals, gloss oil.
1 lb, iehthyol.
and In the pistol duel which followed
2 gals. Interior varnlxh.
lb.
creasote, Beechwood.
;1
Miguel Valenzuela, a Vaqul Indian
250 lbs. oil putty.
20 lbs. vaseline,
aged 18 years, was fatally
Injured.
2 putty knives.
1
gal. glycerine,
The hold-umen escaped.
2 spatulas,
1 lb, soilli phosphate.
That Safford is soon to become the
10 lbs. chalk line.
1 lb. sulphur.
center of an oil field are the Indlca-- ;
6 wall brushes,
1 lb. pepsin asceptlc.
tions at present. The big well started
6 wall brushes,
2 gals. aq. ammonia.
some time ago is down 700 feet. The
12 sash tools, round, long bristles.
10 lbs. absorbant cotton.
first 6S0 feet was a clay formation;
12 fitchew, long bristles.
1 07.. silver nitrate stick.
then a stratum of shale heavily charg-- !
15 sheets lithograph boards.
1,000 capsules, No. 00.
ed with gas was struck. Considerable
2 qts. liquid glue.
1,000 capsules, No. 1.
excitement was exhibited Tuesday
5 pieces glass, 36x24.
3.
No.
1,000 capsules,
when this layer was reached because
1 piece glass, 37x9.
3 lbs. buchu and junlpeT fl. ex.
'of the probability that oil will he
14 pieces glass, 36x14.
10 lbs. saLIne laxative.
reached next.
2 pieces glass, 12x20.
2 lbs. chloroform.
At 2 o'clock Friday afternoon the
35 pieces glass, 32x16.
1 lb. ether.
first car on the electric line recently
2 pieces glass, 18x16.
ac.
plumb,
constructed at Tucson left. Congress
3 pieces glass, 12x20.
5 pis. stllllngia Co. fl. ex.
Street for the University. It was filled
13 pieces glass, 12x36.
1 pt, sarsaparllla fl. ex.
with invited guests. The crossing over
10 pieces glass, 12x30,
1
gal. ellxr. saw palmetto Co.
the Southern Pacific track has been
10 pieces glass, 10x28.
1 gal. ellxr. tonga Co.
widened and had It not been for this
17 pieces glass, 14x18. '
1 oz. 01. anise.
error the cars would have been run
2 pieces glass, 12x24.
1 gal, 01. rlclne.
'
ning regularly before now. Another
" ''
58 pieces glass, 18x20.
2 gals. 01. cod liver.
car has been received from Los An
70 pieces glass, 15x22.
2 ozs. 0. cloves.
geles and has been domiciled at (he
38 pieces glass, 12x18.
1 oz. 01, cajuput.
car bams.
1
1 ,oz. 01. lavender.
piece glass, 16x50.
A report has been received to the
1 pieco glass, 33x40.
1 oz. 01, wlntergraen.
effect that Bisboe has asked that tne
1 pitco glass, 12x33.
1 oz. 01, mustard.
Territorial Democratic convention be
67 pieces glass, 16x56.
2 gals. 01. cotton seed.
held in that city. It is the general sup
2 pieces glass, 16x40.
500 tablets codeine sulph. gr.
position that Blsbee will entertain the
1 piece
100 tablets cocaine hyd. gr. 11.
glass, 25x40.
Territorial Republican convention, and
1 piece glass, 36x54.
100 tablets II morph, and atrop. (Hythis being so, it would appear to be
2 pieces glass, 33x45.
podermic).
good politics to hold a Democratic
20,000 lbs., oats.
1,000 tablets strychlnlno sulph. gr.
in tho same city. The Bui
convention
500 tablets strphanth Co. P. D. & Co.
70,000 lbs. alfalfa.
letln has interviewed a number of the
10,000 lbs. chopped feed.
1,000 tablets nitroglycerine Co.
Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso A. Southwestern
leading party men of Graham County
5 doz. seeds dry plates, No. 27, 4x5.
3,000 lbs. bran.
and Chicago, Rock Island
Paclfio Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
and all seem fnvorable to Bisbee.
5 lbs, hyposulphite of sod.').
6,000 lbs. bedding.
New Mexico, with the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, At Santa Fe
.loan raoer, lammariy Known as
1 lb.
75 pieces soft plno, 2x6x12.
of
soda.
sulphite
"Peto" Faber, who is employed on with the Denver 4 Rio Grande Railroad.
75 pieces soft plno, 2x8x12.
15 grains gold chloride.
tho furnaces at the Copper Queen, Is
Special attention fliven to handling of passenger and freight.
15 pieces soft pine, 2x12x12.
lb. acid pyrogalllc.
in the county hospital suffering with
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island S Pacific
Railway, via
1,000 ft. 1x10x12, soft pine, board 2 plate holders 5x8 with 4x5 ktU.
Torrance, New Mexico.
measure.
The board of New Mexico penitenti painful injuries which he received
last
Fabor
Your
was
business
an
Friday.
helping
respectfully solicited.
500 ft. 1x12x12,
soft pine, board ary commissioners reserves the right
other man drive a rod Into the furnace
W. H. ANDREWS,
measure. "
to reject any and all bids.
S. B, GRIMSHAW,
.Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
In submitting bids for above supplies when the big hammer which was being
Asst. to Pre, and Gen. Mgr.
50OJt. 1x12x12, soft pine, full stock.
the
man
other
missed
swung
the
by
bidders should write plainly on enve
FRANK DIBERT,
1.000 ft. white pine. 1x12x16.
rod and struck him in the face. His
500 ft. white plno, 1x10x16.
lope the following: "Bids for supplies
Ast,
Sec'y and Trea.
was
his
nose
be
very painful,
J. P. LYNG,
for New Mexico Penitentiary," with injury
500 ft. white pihe, 1x8x10.
a. L. GRIMSHAW,
torn
almost
from his face by the
name or names of bidder or bidders, ing
500 ft. white pine, 2x6x16.
City Freight and Past. Agt.
Trav. Freight and
Agt.
ot
head
the
hammer.
heavy
missamo
to avoid the opening of
800 ft. oak. 1x10x12.
by
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The
commissions
of
S.
of
Breen
F.
fake.
200 ft, oak, 1x4x12.
to be lieutenant colonel, and
48 pieces oak, 2x9x2 ft.. S in. long.
By order of the board of New Mex Flagstaff M. Shields of
Bisbee to be
Harvey
500 ft. flooring, Oregon pine, 1x6x14. Ico penitentiary commissioners.
with the rank of captain of
chaplain
ARTHUR
TRELFORD,
50 ft. drill steel,
12 ft. lengths.
the Arizona National Guard, were Sat28 ft. drill steel,
Superintendent.
by the governor, the sec12 ft.
Samples may bo sent separately urday signed
pipe.
ot the Territory and the adju
56 ft.
.roun4 Iron, 14 ft lengths. duly marked and numbered, to the su retary
tant general, and forwarded to their
50 ft. steel for repolntlng picks.
perlntendent.
destinations. Colonel Breen succeeds
5 doz. shovels, long handles..
George Hockderfer, and Rev. Shields
2 pinch bars.
succeeds Rev, Halsey. The gentlemen
ARIZONA
.
6 axes.
receiving the commissions were electWHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
3 grubbing hoes.
,
ed at a recent election of the Guard.
500 lbs. black powder.
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
Sheriff
White
of
Tombstone
Deputy
600 lbs. giant powder.
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMF
was arrested in Douglas about 12
2,000 ft, fuse.
An
E.
and
Rasumssen
H.
At
Blsbee,
imo'clock
"
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
under
the
Friday
night
6 boxes caps. .
derson have signed for a wrestling pression that he was wanted for disPEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
4 doz. pick handles.
of
forfeit
match for $200 a side. A
charging a gun back of the First Na
1 doz. drill hammer-handlenow THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
150 has been put up by each of the tional Bank. Merchants'
Policeman
25 attaching plugs.
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
principals. The balance of tho money Thomas heard the shot and running
5 lbs. Manson tape.
will be forthcoming on or before the up the railroad track overhauled Sher100 Incandescent
lamps, no volts last day of the match.
.
iff White, putting him under arrest
8 c. p.- On account of the great demand for and taking his
from him
75 incandescent
PRICE-LIS- T
lamps, 110 volts. piles In California, no bids for the The examination of the condition ot
16 c. v."
;,.
One-lin- e
county bridge over the Santa Cruz the weapon, however, snowed that It
15c
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long . ,
25 Incandescent
lamps, no volts River above Silver Lake and on the had not been fired.
Later White was
32 c. p.
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
at
received
have
road
been
hospital
released from custody upon establish
One-lin1 lb. Ac carbolic
Tucsonr The contractors say that they ing the fact that he was a
cryat.
Stamp, over42J and not over 3$ inches long. .20c
deputy
2 lbs. Ac boracic.
did not bid on account of being unable sheriff,
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
Ac tannic.
to secure bridge piling.
One-lin- e
According to Information received
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . .25c
1 lb. ammon. chloride.
Kate Hogan has commenced suit for in Phoenix the finances of the Arizona
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
1 lb. ammon. carb.
$10,000 damages against the Southern capital are in rather bad
shape. It
One-lin- e
1 lb. bromide potass.
5c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Pacific Railroad Company. In her com is said that the city has a bonded
"
1 lb. bromide sodli.
Each additional line, same price.
plaint the plaintiff, who was a teacher and floating Indebtedness of $225,000
1 lb. bismuth sub. nit.
in the public school of Tucson, alleges which has been increasing at the rate
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
lb. cerium oxalate.
that she was injured In a passenger of from $10,000 to $15,000 a year, the
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches loog
1 lb. cupra, sulph.
way, 25c extra.
wreck last June about thirty-fivmiles expenses of the city going that much
'
1 lb. dovers powder.
sizes at proportionate prices.
Larger
east of that city.
over the revenue until retrenchment
lb. mustard powder.
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
- City Engineer
inch in size, we charge
Wright is engaged in has been found necessary. As the re
1 lb. talcum powder,
for one line for each one-hadrawing a new map of the city of Tuc- sult of this condition the city council
inch or fraction.
10 lbs. magnesll sulph.
son, which willv show the new city at a" recent meeting decided to elimin
1 lb. pot. et sodli tart.
DATES, ETC.
limits as well as the additions outside ate sprinkling, reduce the
police force,
Ixoal Datcr, any town and date for ten years
1 lb. pot. chlor,
$1.00
of the city. On paper the city looks lessen city hall expenses and make
1 Ib.pot. lodll
almost ns large outside, the limits as other reductions in the
Ledger Datcr, month, day and year in inch
50c
ser
municipal
I lb. arnica fl. ex.
within the boundaries. The new map vice.
Regular line Dater
35c
'
1 lb. belladonna fl. ex.
will show the ntw electric car line
C. C. Leigh, who murdered Jennto
' Defiance or Model Baud Dator
1 lb. tolu fl. ex.
$1.50
route.
Baunters in Mohave County a year
Fao Simile Signatures, Ruhber Stamp and Wood
3 lbs, wild cherry fl. ex.
Cut, 1.60
An important deal was consummat- ago, must, die for his crime. He was
Pearl Check Protector
pts. oascara Bag. fl. ex.
1 00
ed Thursday In Douglas whereby the found guilty and sentenced to
hang
5 pts. trlfollum Co. fl. ex,
;'
Caballona Cattle Company's Interests ueeemner s, 1905, but avoided the
SELF
INKING
STAMP
PADS.
1 pt. licorice fl. ex.
passed to I). H. Johnston, B. FY Sneed scaffold on that date through an an- 1 pt. nux vomica.
1i2J, 10c; 8x3, 15c; Sx3J, 25c; 2Jx4J, 35c; SJxfiJ, 50c;
and Peter Johnson. This is one of peal to the Supreme Court. The Su1
pt oxll camph. Co.
4Jx7i, 75c.
the well known ranches of Sonora and preme Court sustained the lower court
1,000 tablets neuralgic headache.
this section of the Southwest consist- and then an appeal was made to Gov1,000 tablets pepsin bismuth and char- ing ot about 3,000 head of
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
cattle, which ernor Kibbey for executive clemency.
coal.
are among the finest on the range.
it was desired to have the sentence
500 tablets pot. permanganese er, V
The sworn property valuation of the commuted to life
imprisonment, but
CO.
1 roll oiled Bilk.
Copper Queen Mining Company was tho Governor now announces that he
1 roll
adhesive plaster.
returned by the company at $2,371,057 will not interfere, Leigh will be re-1 roll
adhesive plaster.
This la a big Item in the county valu- sentenced at the next term of the disSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
,
1 roll
adhesive plaster,
ation and makes the total valuation trict court. Jealousy was the cause
4 rolls nellidftnna
nearly $10,000,000, and places Cochise of Leigh's crime.
plaster.
8
3

Laud-erbach'- s

Santa Fe Central Railway System,

j
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Interesting Trip to Ancient Orchard
and Ruin of La Gran
Quivera.
(Continued from Page One.)
does the grade exceed one per cent
and in the wildly beautiful Cimarron
Canon It does not exceed two per cent
at any place. The grade Is being
pushed rapidly up the Moreno valley
in one direction and towards Raton
and the connection with (he Colorado
& Southern at Des Moines In the
other direction. The company has acComquired from the Maxwell Grant
pany all the coal lands of this vast
domain and at Koehler, between Preston and Dawson, It is developing a thirteen foot vein of bituminous coal, the
best in quality as yet discovered In
the Southwest. This is to be the largest coal camp in the Territory, but
at present is only a tent city charmingly situated in a nook of the mountains in the Crow Creek Valley. The
production of this camp within two
years is to be 10,000 tons of coal a
day or twice as much as Is produced
in the entire Territory at present.

best selling blends of Java Coffee.
While not quite so delicate and mild a
Coffee as Fancy Mark, 'It is an extremely mellow and old Java Coffee.
We can recommend it to those who
desire a mild coffee at a moderate
price. In green packages.
35c
Pei Package
ICED TEA.
There Is nothing so good for iced
We especially
tea as the CEYLON.
recommend the itonsnoos Brand White
Label Ceylon Tea for this purpose.
35c
f
pound package
CRACKERS.
Our trade In Crackers Is largely for
For that reason we
package goods.
carry quite a large assortment nivd always have 'them freJi.
15c
Saratoga, Flakes or Sii.lt.inos .;
Dawson.
1214c
nutter Thins
10c
It was toward noon that Dawson
City Sodas
5c was reached, at present the largest
Vienna Sodas
10c coal camp In New Mexico and producCheese Sandwiches
ing 2,500 tons of coal a day and givBUTTER.
ing employment to over one thousand
is
never
GOLD
MEADOW
surpassed men. This settlement of 3,000 people
MEAT MARKET.
It Is the highest priced Is
anywhere.
picturesquely situated between
Nice Boiled Ham, Ham Sausage, Bo- butter on the market. If we knew of wooded ridges of hills and stretching
logna, Cervalat, Salami, Plead Cheese, ajilgher priced butter that was worth for miles along the Vermejo River,
Pressed Pigs' Feet, etc., can be had more we would surely have It, but we amidst orchards and alfalfa fields. It
do not. Always packed in
at our market at right prices.
,
consists partly of tenls and partly of
We are turning out mighty
nice, pad, ages innt exclude heal as well as
pretty frame cottages and office build
clean, sweet meat these days. If you air and all impurities.
ings; tne store Duuaing or tne southwant something nice you know where
STRAWBERRIES.
western Mercantile Company, built In
to get i.,
We are now receiving dally ship- mission style, and the coke ovens be
HOLLAND JAVA.
ments of Arkansas Berries. The qual- ing the only structures not frame.
This Is one ot Chase & Sanborn's ity Is very fine.
Here the washer, the tipple, the machine shops were visited and a trip
was made Into mine No. 1, the party
descending 1,800 feet Into the ibowels
No. 49 of
the earth. The BOO coke ovens in
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of operation and in construction were
minutely inspected.
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
The special returned
from the
WRITE FOR IT TODAY.
CATALOG IS FREE.
tracks of the El Paso & Southwestern
BROCK & FEAGANS,
Railway to the St. Louis line, but did
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
not proceed to Cimarron where the
grandeur of the scenery taxes the de
scrlptlve power of the English lan
guage. At Cimarron the new rail'
road will build shops and furnaces
that will make this historic village a
busy and prosperous community.
Luncheon was served on the train
and amidst the singing of songs, the
party drank to the health of the chief
fox Wcddlag Card!
iJuurancentJta at
executive.
Van Houten,
tie Hew Mexican.
The party returned to Preston and
from there visited Van Houten, beau- tlfully located In Willow Creek Canon.
THE
On July 1, 1901, there was not even
a wagon road to the mines, but by
December 1, 1901, they were producla ft PUc
ing 1,000 tons of coal a day and at
present a dally production of from
1,500 to 2,000 tons is maintained, the
a
lack of miners alone preventing
great increase. This camp and its
'operations are fully as Interesting as
Maunfactorei 0
those at Dawson although it has no
coke ovens and the plans for its future
AND
are not as comprehensive as those for
the future of Dawson.
Gardiner and Raton.
:
:
:
New Mesdcx
Santa Fe,
The special returned to the Santa
Fe tracks at Hebron but at Dillon left
t'hem again to ascend the Blossburg
branch to Gardiner, also more romantically located than the average
coal camp. Here a big washer is in
loIFRANCISCO DKLIUnn.
LE7I A. HUGHES.
operation and 184 coke ovens are
construction
under
of
them
part
DELGADO.
cated,
HUGHES &
The planned visit from there to Blossburg and the new camp of Brilliant
at the end of the branch line, was
We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
abandoned, owing to the lateness of
the hour and the down pour of the
:
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West 8ide of Plaza,
rain. The party returned at 6 o'clock
in the evening to Raton with the conviction that Colfax County will, ere
long, be the most populous and richest county of New Mexico with 6,000
coal miners and a production of 5,000
000 "tons of coal a year. The potentialities ot its other resources were
also noted and it does not seem a
wild prophesy to predict that the Gate
City, situated In a vast amphitheater
of the Raton or Squirrel Mountains,
will in a few decades be an Intensely
active manufacturing and railroad metropolis of 100,000 or more Inhabitants.
A Society Affair.
Those who have an idea that Raton
N.
M.
:
:
:
SANTA
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
FE,
is still a rough and uncouth frontier
town, should have been present
on last Saturday evening at the
reception and dance in honor of GovIf. N. TOWNSEND.
J. W. AKERS.
ernor Hagerman at the rooms of the
Raton Commercial Club In the Maxwell Grant building on Front Street.
The elegantly furnished library, billiard room and reception room were
richly decorated with carnations, daisThese
ies, palms and potted plants.
rooms, are so inviting that they
caused Santa Fe visitors to sigh for
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
a like luxury at the Capital. The ball
room was aflutter with myriads of
"Our Place" haa been added to our stock. We buy our
and was a sea of light. ' The
flags
bond
and
absolute
in
can
government
goods
guarantee
floor is reputed to be the best
dance
purity. Elegant club rooms in connectipn. Side entrance
An orchestra renIn the Territory.
to Coronado Hotel.
dered especially fine music and all
evening the room was a vision of
AKERS & TOWNSEND,
grace and rhythmic motion. It is to
be doubted whether any city of the
Territory has more beautiful women
or could make a finer display of
handsome
gowns. Governor Hager-man'- s
!
You'll Have to Hurry
appearance was the signal for
A lady just from Mexico arrived In
dancing to "begin and lucky indeed
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful the matron or maiden bethought herassortment of Mexican drawn work. self who was asked to favor the tall
She needed money and we bought all chief executive of the Territory with
she had. Come quick and get the a dance.

LUNCHEON GOODS.
Deviled or Totted Ham or Tongue, ,5c
Underwood's Deviled Ham. 20c and 30c
15e and25c
Corned or Roast Beef
SARDINES.
In All Styles and Sizes.
Sardines, Bordelalso, fish shaped. 1714c
Sardines, Ravegette, (lemon) .. .17Hc
Sardines, smoked In oil... 15c and 25c
5c
Domestic Sardines
Mustard Sardines, large cans,
10c and 12M;C
C. & B. Sardine and Bloated Paste,
25c
pots
Sardines ami Bloater Paste In cans,
15c
Imported
Anchovy Pa3te in cans, 15c; jars, 25c
l.ibby's Cottage Ham, Chicken and
Veal I. oaf. per can, 15c, 20c and 25c
PICKLES.
We carry a nice line of Pickles In
bulk and In bottles..
All kinds oC Pickles at 10c, 1216c, 15c,
25c, 30c, 35c and 40c
Split Pickles, either sweet or sour,
15c
large, for
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Mercantile Stationery

LEDGERS.

BLANK BOOKS

insurance and Real Estate

OUR PLAGE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

"THE CLUB"

Proprietors.

first, pick.

THE ORIGINAL
OLD : CURIO

i STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.

OFFICIAL

MATTERS,

New Farmer at Santa Clara.
Freeman A. Taber, of California,

Opals and Turquois
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COLLEGE BOYS
HAZE STUDENTS
Young Man Dumped in Dairy Vat for
Rooting for Opposing Team.

San Luis Obispo, June 4. 'For the
first time in its history trouble has
arisen between faculty and students
at the California Polytechnic School.
The hazing of a fellow student has
caused the faculty to take quick action and now five of the students have
been placed on probation.
The trouble arose out. of the tennis
match which the Polytechnic played
against Cambria. One of the Polytechnic students Myron,, Thomas of Riverside was considered too enthusiastic in giving vent to his feeling favoring the Cambria players.
At the next meeting of one of the
classes Thomas was seized hy five of
the students Kent Knowlton, George
Coonradt, Douglas Wood, ' Francis
Buck and Carl Tout. He was told that
his action had been one of treason
and that he would have to take a
ducking: "Keep your clothes on or
take them off," was the command from
the leader. Thomas preferred to re
main in his full attire. He was thrown
in the vat of water and held there for
a short time. He was then permitted
to go, with an admonition to uphold
the honor of his school in the future,
Thomas then walked Into the din
ing room of the school, where the fac
ulty were then at lunch.. The water
was running In streams from his clothing, hair and face. He explained his
tale to the members and was told to
go to his room and put on dry cloth

has

N. M.

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1906.

tain steamship from the. United States
several weeks ago brought 30,000 doz
en of these goods, which the agent
concerned who had been canvassing
out at
the east previously,-brough- t
what amounted to a loss to himself
to demonstrate
what could be done
with such goods. The same vessel
brought out 600 tons of soap of a special grade and brand, which was exported under similar conditions, how
ever, that there are some American
soap interests which are pushing the
sale of their products in the far east
vigorously and their campaign Is
paying them well.

NEW MEXICO
INSURANCE COMPANY
In

Process of Organization To
clude Arizona Local Capitalists
Alone Interested.

In-

J. M. DIAZ, M.
Water Street.

202

to

a

p.

Chamberlain's

Telephone No. 30.

Office Hours
1

D.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy:

:

Almost every family ha need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some tune during the

m., except Wednesday

and Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL

year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many years and know its value.
It has received thousands of
testimonials from grateful people. '
It hat been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory

First class accommodations (or
limited number nf patients.
New operating rooms completely
equipped with modnrn Instru- - -mpnts.
Fsrndlc, galvanic

and static eieei.rlcltv.
it and
Radiographic work.
Violet Rajs, Phototherapy,
Ozone Genorator, Etc.

results.

It has often saved life Won
medicine could have been sent for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
you afford to risk so much for m

All classes of blanks are kept on
A Now Mexico and Arizona life in- hand at the offices of the New Mexsurance company is in the process of ican Printing Company.
organization and will be incorporated
under the laws of Nevada, the laws of
both Arizona and New Mexico being

Inadequate for that purpose. The
company Is to be known as The Occidental. Joshua S. Raynolds of Albuquerque is to be its president, and Ma
jor R. J. Palen of Santa Fe will be
one of the directors. It is to bo a
strictly straight line insurance company and will seek to retain in the
two Territories part of the $1,250,000
collected annually for premiums by
other life Insurance companies doing
business in New Mexico and Arizona.
Localized companies of that nature
have been very successful In Indiana,
Texas and other states. That the business is a profitable ono is shown by
the fact that the life insurance companies pay out in death claims only
twenty per cent of the premiums they
collect in New Mexico. The outside
insurance companies place little If any
of their investments in the two Territories, while the Occidental will
loan out all of its surplus on New Mexico and Arizona farm and other real
estate property, the average rate of
interest charged to be eight per cent.
Owing to the salubrity of the climate
of the Southwest, the average risk
will be better than in other states
and as great care will be exercised In
selecting examining pnyslclans, it Is
believed that rates can be established
for insurance that will be lower than
those charged by other straight line
insurance companies, without Imperiling the financial status of the company.
Stock is being sold throughout both
territories, quite an amount having
been placed in Santa Fe. At present
the applications for stock far exceed
the proposed issue. At Santa Fe, Dr.
J. A. Massie will be the examining
physician and O. C. Watson the local
representative. An expert actuary will
be employed to draw up tables of
rates and to place the business office
of the company, whicn will be at Albuquerque, upon a scientific basis.

little?

BUY IT NOW.

TE

New WksAcasoL

BUB5
BINDERS

o

LABORER SHOT
AND KILLED
By

Fellow Workman on Railroad
cause of Insult to Latter's

Be-

Wife.

A Mexican railroad laborer was shot
and killed last week by another laborer at Wewman on the El Paso &
Southwestern Railway, a few miles
from El Paso, in Dona Ana County.
Both men were natives of the Republic ot Mexico.
It was stated that the cause was that
the dead Mexican had insulted Ramirez's wife and daughter. Ramirez
made no effort to get away.
The body of the dead man now lies
where it fell. Coroner Marshall and
the sheriff of El Paso County were notified soon after the murder occurred.
The man killed was about SO years of
age. The slayer is said to have gone
into El Paso. The shooting occurred
about 100 feet over the Texas lino.
Rumors as to the cause of the killing
ing.
For two days the faculty had the are numerous. Some eye witnesses
case under consideration and now the claim it was premeditated murder and
Ave boys implicated have been
placed that Mamirez followed his victim sevon probation.
eral hundred yards with a Winchester
The full charge passed
shotgun.
through the Mexican's left arm and inCONTRACT FOR
to the left side of the chest, killing
NEW JAIL LET nlm almost instantly.

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

.

At Special Meeting Board of
County
The New Mexican can do Printing
Commissioners J, A, Laughlin
to that done in any of the large
equal
at $7,390.
cities. Our solicitor Every piece of
we turn out. Try our work once
At a special meeting nt the, TVunvl work
and you will certainly come again.
of

County Commissioners, at which
members were present the contract
for the construction of the new county jail was let at 3 o'clock this afternoon, John A. Laughlln of Trinidad,
being the successful bidder, his figures
being $7,390. The Jail proper Is to
be built of reinforced steel concrete,
while the residence nortlon will foe nt
brick with stone trimmings. There
were iour ocner propositions
upon
which bids were received, but the
chosen
was thought to he the
style
best and most economical. Three
contractors John A. Langhlln of
Trinidad. M. M. Sundt. nt
and J. J. Rutherford, of Albuquerque
were xnose wno had, filed bids.
Strangely none of the Santa Fe'a contractors took the matter under advisement.
During the forenoon the members
of the board spent the time in reviewing the tax rolls of the first precinct,
which work has not yet been completed.
am
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SOCKS AND SOAP
SELL IN CHINA
Profitable Business Secured By American Merchants 4 Among

been appointed farmer for the Santa
Clara Indian reservation and will relieve Samuel fi. MoKibben, temporary
We Are Headquarters for the Best As
appointee. The headquarters of Mr.
sortment of
Taber will be on the Santa Clara RivCURIOS AND CHI MAYO AND NAVA er about ten miles northwest of
HO INDIAN BLANKETS.
Postoffice Established.
A postoffice has been established at
Ensenada, Rio Arriba County. It is
two miles south of Tierra Amarllla.
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and In- Frede
is been appointed
dian Curios in the United States.
postm ':
301-30- 3

The members of the party which
was organized during the early pari
of last week to visit the Manzano
Mountains and the ruins of the Gran
Quivera, returned home last evening.
The participants left Santa Fe Thurs
day going by rail to Estanclo, Car
riages wer ethen secured and they
drove to Manzano, accompanied by
and
several residents of Torrance
Mountalnair.
Friday morning was spent In exploring, during which time Mr. Craycraft
secured several photographs of interesting scenery and of the persons with
him. During the afternoon exercises
consisting of addresses and musical
selections were held In the historical
old. Manzano orchard. Wilhui A.
Dunlavy of Torrance, very appropriately sang "Under the Shade of the
Old Apple Tree," and interesting talks
were made by others. A picnic dinner was held at the Manzano Spring,
which was a pleasant feature.
Impressive ceremonies were held on
Saturday morning when with a number of several inhabitants of Manzano
the excursionists gathered in the old
orchard for the purpose of placing
fresh soil around the roots of the
trees and to make arrangements for
the building of a fence around the
historic spot.
The ruins of Lr Gran Quivera, six
miles south of Manzano, were then
visited. Camp was made nt that place
and the ruins were tnoroughly explored. Saturday evening exercises were
again held .Professor Louis
of Santa Fe furnishing appropriate musical selections. Religious
services took place Sunday morning,
In charge of the Reverends J. L. Shlve.
ly, J. W. McLean and Waffensmith.
Those who went to Manzano were
;
Frank Dibert and daughter, Miss
Celestlno Ortiz, wife and daughter, Miss Lena; Professor Louis
J. B. Ford, Dr. E. W. Hawkins,
Rev. Waffensmith, Rev. J. L. Shively
and wife; F. E. Dunlavy and wife and
Miss Irish; Rev. J. W. McLean, J. B.
Lamy and A. B. Craycraft, the photographer.
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Mongolians,
Is a large
Shanghai, June
and increasing market dri China for
socks of a certain form and grade.
Such goods have .been manufactured
in England and Germany from American cotton for some time, and their
use is becoming popular. It is the
Some Old Story of American Intcrooto
hesitating to take advantage of a
traue opportunity simply from risk or
the possible hard work it would require to establish a new bnsliwon
a permanent profitable basis. A ce

We have all the facilities for turning
out every class of work, including one
of the best Binderies in the Went. .

MARKETJREPORT.
MONEY

AND METALS.

.New York, June 4. Money ay call,
easy, 3
per cent; prime mercantile paper
.
St. Louis, June 4. Spelter steady
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DENVER & fUD GRANDE

SYSTEM

6.90.
WOOL

MARKET.

St. Louis, June 4. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 25 30;
fine medium 21 251-2- ;
fine 1820.
STOCK

"Scenic Lb of tlie Wofld."

MARKET.

Atchison, 90
pfd, 102
New York Central, 140
'
Pennsylvania, 133
., Southern Pacific, 66
Union Pacific, 152
pfd, 94
Amalgamated, 109.
U. S. Steel, 41
pfd, 106
r LIvE STOCK.
Kansas City,' June 4. Cattle 8,000;
steady to 10 cents higher; Native
steers
4.255.75; southern steers
J3.505; southern cows 2.504; native cows and heifers $2.505.26;
stackers and feeders $34.75; ; bulla
$2.50" 4.25; calves
$36.25; western
fed steers $3.755.25; western fed
cows $2.604.
Sheep receipts 6,000, steady; muttons $56.25; lambs $67.35; range
wethers $56; fed ewes $4.766.75.
Chicago, June 4, Cattle receipts
20,000, steady to shade higherj beeves
$4.106.10; cows and heifers 1.70
5; stackers and feeders $2.754.80;
cows and heifers $1.705; stackers
and 'feeders $4.80; (Tezans $44.50;
calves $5.507.25.
Sheep receipts 20,000, steady; sheep
3.406.10; lambs 15.2506,10, .

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with all line Eait and Wet.
Tune at Quick and Rates as Low as Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
Fat Illustrate Advertising Matter or Infomatlo A ad reus
S. K. HOOPER, G. P, iM T. A., DENVER, COLORADO, if
A.

S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

